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Human Rights Funds Trinity Names New President
Cause Student Unrest
EDNA GUERRASIO

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

and a minor, has attracted students of all types to the school.
STAFF WRITER
Offering a lecture series that
The fate of the human rights
brings major speakers in the field
program as it currently stands
of human rights to Trinity's camremains undecided as funding
pus, the program allows students
issues continue to be debated.
to have a chance to connect with
The first program of its kind in
experts of all areas, sometimes "in
the country, Trinity's Human
groups as small as fifteen students
Rights program, both as a major
to one speaker. The series this
semester includes topics such as
"Art as a forum for Political
Expression" and "Impact of the
Arms Industry on the Promotion
of Human Rights," as well as several others. Students also take
advantage of a human rights film
series, art exhibits, campaigns
and conferences. The Web site for
the program which can be found
from Trinity's homepage, states,
"As a leader in undergraduate
human rights education Trinity's
Human Rights program regularly
advises and facilitates networking
among peer institutions."
The aspect of the program
that remains in question is
vvww.trincQll.edu
whether or not the school will
A decline in funds questions
have the funding to be able to
Elahi's future as Director.
^<^*^«rfMSH*r**'>^*%"M**(*H«M,»^?'"y,HnN on page 9^

SARAH SPIEGEL

By a unanimous vote on
Saturday, Feb. 5, the Board of
Trustees elected James F. Jones,
Jr., President of Kalamazoo
College, Kalamazoo, Mich.,. as
the 20th President of the College.
After an expedited six month
search due to the abrupt resignation of former President Richard
Hersh, the presidential search
committee presented Jones as the
best qualified candidate with
prior experience as a college president, an academic and a leader of
capital campaigns. Chairman of
the Board of Trustees Paul
Raether announced Jones' acceptance of the position early
Saturday afternoon at.a press conference in Downes Memorial.
Jones followed the announcement
with a brief statement and a question/answer session where he was
probed about issues concerning
Hartford, alcohol, curriculum
review, and safety. Jones' term as
president at Trinity will begin
effective July 1,
"This is the greatest single
honor of my career" opened Jones
as
as he
he addressed
addressed the
the Trinity
Trinity

Thesis Performance Edifying
GREG POLIN
ARTS EDITOR
This past weekend senior
Theatre/Dance major, John
McCormick presented his thesis
performance at two showings in
Garmany Auditorium. Entitled
Tambourine/Dingo, the project
consisted of two separate sections, connected only by theme
and various theoretical ideas.
Rather than trying to reformulate John's description of his
piece, it is more telling to simply
present that description. John
wrote, Tambourine/Dingo stems
from research done in conjunction with my Senior thesis. The
topic of my thesis is the movement theory of Jaques Lecoq, a
French theorist whose work is
derived from the. traditions of
mime, commedia dell' Arte, bouffon, and pantomime.
The first part of the performance, Tambourine, will attempt to
display the theatrical movement
ideas of Lecoq in an improvisational setting.
The second part of the performance, Dingo, will attempt to
reconcile these ideas in the scope
of a scripted work. Dingo is an
adaptation of Mikhail Bulgakov's'
Heart of a Dog; and was originally intended as an allegory for the
Russian Revolution. However, I
have tried to adapt Heart of a Dog
more universally in order to be
able to fully explore the physical
ramifications of the novel."
Given this framework, without a background on any of the
aforementioned theories, one
would assume that the performance would go over my head.

However, this was not at all the
case. The play opened with a
bare stage except for a white
screen which provided a reflection for the different colored
lights, and an area to walk behind
to make the space more dynamic.
Then John came out, balancing a bamboo rod on his hand.
Matthew Bamberg-Johnson '06
came out after him, and stole his
rod. Then the last three actors
appeared, Jessie Richardson '04,
Seth Abramson '04, and Cynthia
Convey '04.
The actors stood in a circle,
each holding an end of a bamboo
rod in each hand. The cast then
attempted to move around the
space in different directions while
never letting go of either of the
rods
in
their
hands.

Uninteresting music I don't fully
remember invaded the space during this exercise lending the
scene the feel of a circus.
Unfortunately, the cast was
extremely unsure o f their abilities and could not rotate around
the space very smoothly or effectively. The bamboo rods fell a
number of times making this part
of the performance more conceptually, intriguing then visually
stimulating. What made this a
success was the smile that broke
across the faces of the cast when
a rod dropped. They obviously
weren't taking this specific challenge very seriously. Therefore
you didn't feel bad for them
when a rod dropped, but merely
accepted it as inevitable and part
see JOHN on page 19
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McCormick takes part in the first improv game of the night
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Chuck Pratt

Jones was named the 20th President on Saturday, Feb. 5.
Community and members of the
Southern Methodist University,
local press in his acceptance
Columbia
University
and
speech. He noted the accomWoodward Academy.
plishments and qualifications that
"Recognizing Trinity as a
brought him to the position as
classic liberal arts college with a
well as some brief information
strong urban and civic identity,"
about his background and history. Jones believes his experience at
A husband and father of three, Kalamazoo, a prestigious liberal
Jones graduated with a Bachelor
arts college located in a city with
of Arts degree from the
many of the problems that plague
University of Virginia, before
Hartford, makes him a qualified .
receiving a Master of Arts from
leader to help Trinity "enhance
Emory University, and a
student life and learning" both on .
Doctorate and a Master of
campus and in the Hartford area.
Philosophy from Columbia
"As far as 1 know, Trinity is
'iMwttttyV'*f9«ttt*-<wa», elected* Ae-»enly premier liberal arts colPresident of Kalamazoo College,
lege in a metropolitan area, which
a small liberal arts institution sim- . serves as its greatest gift," noted
ilar to Trinity in 1996 after a long
Jones. He continued on to say
academic career at institutions
that past presidents worked hard
such as Washington University,
see DR. JONES on page 7

Juno, Chaucer, and
Blood: V-Day Hell
LINDSAY NORTH
FEATURES EDITOR
The origins .of Valentine's
Day are somewhat murky.
Before paganism was banned and
Christianity became the dominant
religion in the' Roman empire,
Feb. 14 was the day of Juno (Hera
for students of Greek mythology),
the goddess of light, birth, marriage, and women. Interestingly,
not one but three Christian
Valentines were martyred on Feb,
14: Emperor Claudius II beheaded Valentine #1, a Roman priest,
and buried his body on the
Flaminian Way. Valentine #2,
this one a bishop in Interamna
(modern day Terni, Italy), was
also executed and buried on the
Flaminian Way. And the third
Saint Valentine was killed with a
group of other Christians in
Africa. So how, you may ask,
does a day of lovers come out of
beheadings, tortures, and other
unnecessarily messy ways of
dying?
Now, I call upon knowledge
imparted to me last semester in
my Chaucer class. In medieval
England and France, it was a
widely held belief that birds
chose their mates halfway
through the second month of the
year—Feb. 14. Chaucer refer-

ences this in his Parliament of
Foules: "For this was sent on
Seynt Valentyne's day/Whan
every foul cometh ther to choose
his mate." Thanks to Professor
Sheila Fisher, I can read Middle
English. It seems that through an
interesting amalgam of dead
Christians, medieval peasants,
horny birds, and Hallmark, we
have come to our modern
Valentine's Day. And in case
you're wondering, I didn't make
this up; I looked in an encyclopesee CUPID on page 12
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Tent City Petition Shows Wide Support

Crtnttp

opportunity to celebrate the graduation of the Class of 2004 at Tent
City.
We, the students, implore
President Painter to reconsider
his decision to close Tent City at
5 p.m. for the more reasonable
closing time of 9 p.m.
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Last Monday, Feb. 2, students
kicked off a petition drive to save
Tent City. In a single day, we collected 650 student signatures. We
expect to collect 1,000 signatures
by next Wednesday, Feb. 11. The
overwhelming majority of students want Tent City to end at 9
p.m. this year.
Students look forward to the

Respectfully,
Isaac Goldstein '05

Why I Didn't Vote
for Howard Dean
SCOTT BAUMGARTNER
ONLINE EDITOR

of the freaky game show host in
Requiem for a Dream.
As I watched the primaries
progress, I became more and
more resolute in my decision to
abandon the Dean camp. Why?
His numerous and highly publicized gaffes began to remind me
of a certain President Bush.
We Democrats like fo pick on
Bush for his oratory missteps and

As a fellow democrat, albeit
one who did not vote for Howard
Dean in the New Hampshire primaries (John Edwards instead), I
was interested to read Joanna
Hecht's article about the aforementioned Dean, and, given my
opinions on the good doctor,

Looking to an Old Policy for Safety ...
Since the beginning of the semester Trinity students have become the victims of
Hartford locals either by physical injury or fear. After many reported assaults and robberies in the last few weeks, it is the rare student who is able to carry on without worrying about his or her safety at night. Many students are quick to blame the increased
number of incidents on the negligence of Campus Safety or the inattentiveness of the
Hartford Police, but the truth is that college students across the country are dealing with
the same increase in crime. The fact is that college students are seen as an easy target,
an easy means by which criminals will earn that extra 20 bucks. Although students are
encouraged lo take certain precautions lo prevent themselves from becoming easy targets, the next step that the College needs to seriously ca^wder^jqi,.Ti^^a|l«^.e l gates
that once protected our campus community.'"' *'•*••*'*"•*> Jf&xp&m-^it »"••<•.•
When member's of the community hear words such as gate, fences, walls,
"closed campus" and the like, ideas of segregation, isolation, elitism and apathy immediately follow. Well, what about the idea of safety?
Putting the gates back up around campus to better protect the students and
serve as a deterrent to lurking criminals, should be the first and foremost thought that
enters into minds when the issue of a creating a "closed campus" is brought to the
attention of the community. Anyone who would argue that putting a fence around campus would serve as an isolation mechanism, is looking for excuses to defend their own
apathetic behavior. A fence is nothing more than a barrier -- a barrier that criminals
can find a way around and students can make a point of traveling beyond. Although a
gate would not prevent determined criminals from getting to campus it would serve as a
deterrent to those who are just looking to score an extra few dollars off an innocent college student.
As College policy stands right now, any individual found on campus, after dark
without just cause for being on Trinity grounds, may be asked to leave by Campus
Safety. Logic being that any individual without reason for being on campus after hours
is probably here for no good. The inclusion of gates to close-off the campus after hours
would only reinforce this policy, leaving the campus open to visitors and Hartford residents during the day.
Trinity needs to start taking responsibility for the actions taken against its students. Although the school can not be held liable' for every incident, it is held accountable to the extent that it can take measures to ensure a higher level of security. Crime
exists in ever)' city and on every college cartipus in this country. Why wouldn't Trinity
want to take the initiative to ensure the safety of its students?
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Connecticut
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at wTnv.trinitytiipod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Bditor-In-Chicf
(860) 297-2583

Business Office
(860)297-2584
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be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
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Howard Dean, 111 admit, was an
alluring figure in the political ring, but
that allure died off quickly.
write a reply.
Firstly, I must congratulate
Hecht on her service in New
Hampshire. She has played an
active role in democracy and it is
to be commended, regardless of
her candidate or her party.
As a first time voter, I was
interested by Dean, courted by
Clark, then a fan of Dean again
until signing on with Senator
John Edwards. Howard Dean, I'll
admit, was an alluring figure in
the political ring, but that allure
died off quickly. I'll tell you how
Howard Dean first scared me. I
was watching C-SPAN one mom-

cartoon-like, childish quantification of enemies as "evil-doers"
and "thugs." We tend to find
President Bush scary for his tendency to speak before he thinks of
the ramifications that could come
from those words - for example,
referring to the war on terrorism
as n "crusade " Does .inybotb
r e m e m b e r when Bush was criticized Cor not k n o w i n g the n a m e s

of the leaders of major foreign
countries during the 2000 election? I had almost forgotten until
reading an article about one of
Dean's gaffes: in a speech on foreign policy, he had referred to

[Dean's] numerous and highly publicized gaffes began to remind me of a
certain President Bush.
Russia as the Soviet Union. Not
once, but seven times. That misstep formally convinced me that
Dr. Dean was not fit to run this
country.
Hecht mentions Dr. Dean's
electability. Unfortunately, electability's definition is not as simsee DEAN oh page 4

ing where they were replaying
one of his stump speeches where
at the end, he pumped his fist in
the air, turning redder than a
tomato as he repeated to his
legions, "You have the power!
You have the power!" A motivating message yes, but unfortunately for Dr. Dean, he reminded me

Random fun facts on Kalamazoo, Michigan (a REAL place):
The city was founded by Titus Branson. After Titus was convicted of stealing a cherry tree, the villagers renamed the city
after the Indian expression "Kikalamazoo," which means
"boiling water." Kalamazoo's sister city is Numazu, Japan.
The average family size in Kalamazoo is 2.99 people.
FT welcomes new
President James Jones Jr.,
his wife Jan, and children
Jennifer, Justin, and Jason.

Jackson, Jones, Jarvis,
Juniors, Janitors and
Jesters are jubilant.

Cupid is coming to campus, carrying candy and
Casablanca at Cinestudio.
Someone stole the black
Bantam's head and neck
on the Lower Long Walk.
Praxis parties at Pike.
People paid plenty of
pesos to play pong.

FT anticipates a pity
package from PT's parents. Chocolate ... yum.

tt

Man, that means it's still
alive right? RIGHT?!
Benefitting a beneficent
organization + bountiful
beer = brilliance.
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Diversity: Mix It Beyond the Tent City Issue
Up with Alcohol Administration Discounts Student Efforts, Encourages Apathy
ring on college campuses would
MATT KOZLOWSKI
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR be cut exactly in half.
But what about serious problems? Can alcohol work for those
We all know that alcohol can
too? Matt Koz says, "You bet."
solve problems.
Breakup with the significant
Today I'd like to bring up
other? Nothing melts away that Trinity's cultural houses, those
beautifully restored houses on
silly attachment complex like a
Vernon St. used by Trinity's culcouple of Colt 45s.
tural organizations.
Not feeling very attractive?
If you read the Tripod last
Take four shots of Cuervo and
week, you would have seen two
then look in the mirror: "Hey, I

The image of a cultural house...
striding toward a truly integrated campus hasn't quite materialized.
didn't know they were letting
movie stars into Vernon."
Without
alcohol, Dude
Where's My Car would be 94 percent less funny, dancing would be
exactly 42 percent more difficult,
and the romantic exploits occur-

of them - the Umoja and AASA
houses - pictured in the article on
campus diversity ["Campus
Diversity Falls Short of Student
Standards," Feb. 3]. These houses are great venues, and the
see BOOZE on page 5

J O E STRAMONDO
SENIOR EDITOR

First of all, let me start by
saying that I don't really care
about Tent City. I know I won't
have a catered tent regardless of
the time at which the event is
closed and it is mostly certain that
my family will be long gone
when 5 p.m. rolls around. In fact,
I think it's absurd that everyone is
even getting so riled up over their
"right" to get drunk on graduation
day - although Mr. Madison's last
article characterizing it as a "rite"
was quite insightful. However,
even more absurd than the student
body's deep convictions about
their alcohol consumption is the
message that is being sent to stu-

since I've been at Trinity, the
arguments are the same, even if
some of the faces have changed,
and Tent City comes closer to
extinction. It is an insult to our
intelligence to pretend that our
opinions are even considered
when every year, the "compromise" of the previous year comes

... the conversation [about Tent City]
was over before it even began.
' under scrutiny as somehow problematic. Why is last year's fix not
adequate for this year? Of
course, that was a rhetorical question.
Somehow, the powers that be

We have no say about one of the only
policies we actually care about.
dents over this issue. For all the
concern shown by the administration about student apathy, their
dogged erosion of the Tent City
phenomenon - dare I call it a tradition - sends a very powerful
communication to the students:
you are young, you are stupid,
and you are powerless.
••.,.-.. The pages of the Tripod-eta
already filled with commentary
on the specific arguments offered
by both sides of this distastefully
stale issue. I will not bore everyone by going through such
motions. The fact of the matter is,
slowly but surely, Tent City is disappearing and there is nothing the
student leaders of '04 can do to.
even slow the process. Every year

I've had with him - have led me
to believe that our words have
fallen on deaf ears. Rather, it is
the trend toward the demise of
Tent City that has led me to
believe that the conversation was
over before it even began. This
feeling that my opinion doesn't
matter, that no student's opinion

at Trinity have decided that Tent
City should not exist and are
slowly phasing it out. Alas, the
paternalism of Richard Hersh is
not to blame. This is apparently
an attitude that even extends to
Borden Painter, an alum and long
time professor at Trinity. I am
certainly not trying to vilify
President Painte/ wi,tli this article.
I'm sure he is genuinely concerned with our well-being - and
regardless, this was not solely his
decision so people should not use
him as a scapegoat. However, he
has been the voice of the administration on this one, with emails,
letters, and quotes in the Tripod.
None of these communications nor the personal conversations

matters, is what seems so destructive toward the goal of ridding
this campus of apathy.
Certainly, it would.be unreasonable to claim that this decision
is exclusively to blame for the
general attitude of apathy that
permeates Trinity. However, it is
just as certain that this affront to
student autonomy has and will
contribute to the already bad situation. The administration can not
expect the student body to be
engaged with matters that they
feel are important when we are
not taken seriously about matters
that we feel are important. Of
course, as already noted, I use the
word "we" rather loosely in this
case, meaning that the vast majority of the population is dissatisfied and I am a member of that
population. Nfo "matter what lip
service is paid to the student
body, those of us who know the
history . behind the Tent City
debate know that its ultimate fate
has been decided. We know that
we have no say about one of the
only policies we actually care
about. We are hesitant to dare to
care about anything else.

Increased Security Not Indicative of Isolation
CHRIS SILVERMAN '03
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
I am responding to Matt Barison's article "Desire for Comfortable Isolation,"
[Feb. 3] in which he claims that a fence
would harm college-neighborhood relations and increase campus apathy. I see no
logic to either point.
Barison begins by implying that
demands for safety signify cultural lethargy, and he unduly assumes that students
who favor safety over the lack thereof wish
to quarantine themselves from the world at
large.
This is clearly not the case - isolation is
not in the least a requirement of safety. Nor
does a fence have to be an insurmountable
barrier between the Trinity and Hartford
communities.
Constructing a fence to secure the college at night would neither hinder the local

Crime is indeed found in cities, but the
fact that it exists is no argument for
neglecting security, any more than the existence of a disease is a reason to neglect
cures.
Dismissing criminal violence as merely another element of diversity that is to be
passively accepted suggests to me the very
lethargy that Barison is arguing against.
Considering Trinity's enthusiasm for transforming its surroundings, I am dismayed
that it does not extend this impetus for positive change to its own campus.
I also do not believe that any undertaking to improve security on campus would
be motivated by or taken to be class bigotry.
Barison omits one crucial detail in his
story of the town of Weston's decision to
prohibit the construction of a rail-trail, and
that is Weston's reasons for believing that a
rail-trail would constitute a security risk.

Crime is indeed found in cities, but the fact that it
exists is no argument for neglecting security, any
more than... disease is a reason to neglect the cure.
residents from visiting the campus during
the day nor stand in the way of Trinity's
community involvement. It would certainly not make Trinity the insular, homogenous community that Barison claims it
would become.
The notion that Trinity's urban location
is an excuse for faulty security is an opinion I have heard countless times, and is
simply an evasion of the issue. . •. •

He does not tell us if-Western had experienced crime before, and had good reason to
be concerned; rather, he attempts to make
the decision appear as though it were motivated by class bigotry alone.
In contrast to the Weston example,
there is no question that there is a crime
problem on the Trinity campus, as we have
seen four different incidents, at least.twp.of
them violent, in the past two months alone.

A fence would be a reaction to this demonstrated threat, as opposed to a snobbish
effort towards creating an "insular" society.
It seems to me that Barison's argument
relies more on the shock value of his wording than on the reason of his statements.
Terms such as "regulated environment"

To accept the former regulation as
proper college policy, but decry the more
effective measure of a fence as a wrongful
sanction against the community, strikes me
as thoroughly contradictory reasoning.
Additionally, the assertion-that a fence
will create more fear and suspicion on cam-

[Increased security] means the ability to walk to
the library, the gym, or one's dorm without needing
to fear for one's life.
and "comfortable self-preservation" condemn as selfish a very basic need: that of
safety for oneself and one's community.
This has nothing to do with excluding
certain social classes or cultural groups, for
as 1 previously mentioned, a fence does not
at all mean exclusion.
It means the ability to walk to the
library, the gym, or one's dorm without
needing to fear for one's life.
The idea that a fence poses an unfair
restriction completely overlooks Trinity's
existing college policy.
. Local residents are not permitted in
college buildings, and are removed by
Campus Safety if found. Individuals may
be evicted from the library for playing loud
music and disturbing other students. This
could constitute a . "regulated environment," yet no sensible person could argue
that such regulation is at all unjust.
Just as students should not have to be
disturbed in the library, nor should they
have to regularly risk robbery, harassment,
and assault.

pus is totally unfounded, as I have often
heard students comment that the frequent
muggings make them look with suspicion
on members of the local community.
While this is unfortunate, the students
can hardly be blamed for their fears; in
short, lack of security has already accomplished what Barison believes proper security would bring about.
Barison finishes by portraying selfpreservation as somehow secondary to the
pursuit of human ideals such as sympathy
and compassion.
It is only through self-preservation,
however, that one has the liberty to commit
oneself to the pursuit of those ideals. A
community that must live in perpetual fear
of violence and must regard its neighbors
with suspicion is not a community where
sympathy and compassion will easily
develop.
If we are truly serious about encouraging "faith in the individual," we must realize that adequate safety is' not a hindrance
but a crucial element to this vision.

•_

" •
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Sticks andStones.U •ean's Gaffes Would
Arguments Against Gay Marriage: Hypocritical, Unequal
NATE BAKER
OPINIONS COLUMNIST
During the past two weeks, the issue of
gay marriage has come into the public spotlight. There was Bush's State of the Union.
There was the Mass, court's ruling last
month that gays can't be barred from marriage. And, most recently, there were

benefits. And it's preventing them from
enjoying fatherhood or motherhood by disallowing the adoption of children. That
doesn't sound very loving or respectful to
me.
And while we're on the subject of gay
adoption, I'm a little tired of assertions that
gay couples will "corrupt" any child they
adopt — such as the Vatican's statement

Preventing gays from getting married isn't treating them with love or respect.
demonstrations on Sunday in our very own
Hartford both in favor of and in opposition
to gay marriage.
I'm not going to go into the specifics of
the issue, talking about how ridiculous it is
for people to talk about the sanctity of marriage in a country with a 50 percent divorce
rate, in a country where people can get
married by Elvis in Vegas and where people watch reality shows like "Who Wants
To Marry a Millionaire?" and "My Big Fal
Obnoxious Fiancee."
Instead, I want to address a specific
line I've heard from several anti-gay marriage, pro-Christian morality advocates:
"God teaches us to treat gays with the same
love and respect as all people, but the Bible
says that marriage is between a man and a
woman."
To me, this argument makes exactly
zero sense. How can you assert to be treating someone with the same iove and
respect as everyone else while at the same

that a gay household will result in the
unnatural development of the child. Well, I
know several people who were raised by
same-sex couples, and not one of them has
killed anybody yet.
However, gay marriage, at least for me,
is about more than just the legal rights
associated with marriage — it's about closing the gap that separates straight and gay
America. God's definition of marriage
notwithstanding, it is important to allow
gay marriage because to do otherwise only
fosters a further environment of separate
spheres, with straight over here getting
married while those gays are over there,
probably molesting children.
On the other hand, allowing gays to get
married just like straights bridges a gap and
brings us all closer together in a more loving and respectful way. This is why I think
it is important that gay marriage be called
"marriage" and that we get rid of this civil
union nonsense, which reeks awfully of

... gay marriage... is about more than just the...
rights associated with marriage — it's about closing
the gap that separates straight and gay America.
time denying that individual from enjoying
one of the biggest opportunities and experiences in life?
Clearly our country doesn't feel that
way on other issues. What if we stopped
letting minorities get married? Or poor
people"? "What if 1 believed in treating all
people with respect but God said that only
white males were fit for upper management?
In that scenario, what God tells me
would be called opportunity discrimination, and I would get my butt sued.
Preventing gays from getting married
isn't treating them with love or respect. It's
preventing them from visitation rights and
seeing their loved ones when they're in the
hospital. It's preventing them from providing their loved ones with health insurance

those "Separate But Equal" slogans people
used to justify racial segregation in public
schools.
And a quick FYI: marriage isn't just a
religious institution; it is, as Chief Justice
Margaret Marshall noted in the Mass, court
ruling last month, a social institution.
Which means, by the rules of separation of
church and state, that God's thoughts on
the issue aren't all that relevant.
In closing, if you want to prohibit gay
marriage because God says "Marriage is
between a man and a woman"...weli, I
don't like you very much for that.
But if you hypocritically assert that you
want to prohibit gay marriage but are still
treating gays with the same love and
respect as straight people, then I like you
even less.

Safety at Social Events
College Must Provide Protection for Greek Houses
BRAD FELP
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
During my years as a member and
President of the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity,
I have noticed serious problems in weekend social life on campus. There are continuous acts of vandalism, violence and
theft on campus and at Greek houses.
These problems culminated in an incident
two weeks ago involving a brother of my
fraternity being hospitalized as a result of
unprecedented violence from three nonstudents from the local area. The need for
changes in Trinity's organization of weekend social activities as well as in campus
security is very apparent.
Trinity's social system currently places
the majority of responsibility in providing a
social outlet for students on fraternities.
There are roughly two thousand students
and a maximum of three to five on-campus
venues on any given night with a total
capacity of roughly twice the organization's membership.
It has become abundantly clear that
many more than this small number of students look to the Greek organizations to
provide them with a place to socialize on

weekends.
The heavy volume of students is not
only a burden on fraternity members financially, in terms of having to provide these
students with a venue to socialize, but
causes significant safety hazards as well.
The Greeks want to provide an outlet to
students, but should not be expected to
accommodate all students on campus.
When "late-nights" and other social
events held by the Greek organizations are
kept to the allotted number of participants,
problems rarely occur. Altercations arise in
a vengeful manner when the Greek houses
try to maintain this controlled student volume by asking people to leave or not allowing people in at all. Allowing a limited
number of people into social events is the
right and duty of the fraternities and I feel
that the school needs to help keep order by
allocating security resources.
The weekend social system problem
escalated when President Hersh was in
office. During his administration, Trinity's
social policies were aimed at reducing
excess student alcohol consumption and
weekend partying.
While I understand the motive, these
see WEEKEND on page 5

Hurt General Election

continued from page 2
pie as she defines it. Most voters, whether
they realize it or not, look for three things
in a candidate: her or his effectiveness as a
commander in chief, on domestic policy,
and behind the podium. While Senator
John Kerry (currently the frontrunner)

than Bush.
However, to win a national election, a
candidate needs to have a bipartisan following. Even Republicans disenchanted
by President Bush will not be persuaded to
vote for a pissed-off Vermont Democrat
who insults them despite a fiscal record'

Most voters... look for three things in a candidate: their effectiveness as a commander in chief, on
domestic policy, and behind the podium.
could be seen as capable in all three categories, as a Vietnam veteran, a twenty-year
senator from Mass, and as a sometimes
boring but effective and unoffending
speaker, Dean fails in two categories. Yes,
he balanced the budget of Vermont, but
every speech I've seen by him has either
been based on anger or consists of him

that is in some places more moderate than
his Democratic counterparts.
As I recently stated in a Mike v. Scott
dialog (published weekly on the web) Dean
has served his purpose in the primaries.
Just as the Rev. Al Sharpton has a purpose
- to inject humor and challenge the other
candidates with his superior oration,

Dean s purpose was to ignite a population that
had never been politically involved before, a task
which ... he has achieved mightily.
whining about being attacked by the other
candidates. As governor of Vermont, he
has had no experience on the worldwide
stage.
Electability would not be a factor if the
entire country belonged to the Democratic
party. If, by some fluke, Dean were to win
the nomination, I would vote for him in the
national election because even he is better

Dean's purpose was to ignite a population
that had never been politically involved
before, a task which, based on Hecht's article, he has achieved mightily. However,
his anger and his act are old. Now that he
has energized Democrats everywhere, they
can now turn to those candidates who are
more experienced, more qualified and
more suitable for the job.

Along tke JLong YValk...
co*dd feted <z cete&tity fine&idettt,

pick and
x.Diddy for crazy parties. Talk about
Trinity days, bull?"
•"• Chris Sprague 07
Oprah Avinfrey. One s black, she s a
female, ana I think she connects with people
on all different levels..
— Cindy jVLolina 04
Obviously Arnold ... if Ronald can do it,
Arnold can, too.
- Mark "Witt 'o5

Douglas Coupland, who, ironically, is
Canadian. I feel like he has a really good
perspective on our culture and people today.
— Abbie Garrity '07
Oprah. She does a lot of good things for
humanity, ana I think she d get a lot done."
— Brittany Olwine 'o5
John JVicEnroe, a famous tennis player. I
think we need someone with a little more

a

n

— James Castellano 'o5
Compiled by Chris Madison and Joanna Hecht
Photos by Chuck Pratt
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WMD Inquiry Insufficient Weekend Stresses
No Subpoena Power, Intended to Obscure Bush Involvement
on Greek Houses
MARGARET PRITCHARD
OPINIONS WRITER

At first, I greeted the news of
an inquiry into the pre-war intelligence gladly. After the resignation of David Kay, the head of the
Iraq survey group, and the Hutton
report basically ignoring the issue
of weapons of mass destruction, I
thought Bush's announcement of
the Intelligence Inquiry might
actually be the result of public
pressure to be told the truth about
why we went to war.
And that's certainly what it's
being spun as. The line is that
Bush is the great humanitarian
hero with nothing to hide, as baffled as the rest of us by the mys-

cus resulted, and the outcome was
the second-ever impeachment of
a United States President in historyDeath toll of Clinton's indis-

Death toll of Bush's indiscretions:
528 Americans, thousands of Iraqis mostly civilians.
cretions: zero.
Now we're looking at an
administration that potentially
forged military intelligence, that
quite possibly inserted a claim
into the' State of the Union
address knowing it to be false and

Why are we so scared to live without
[Bush]? Why do we keep believing that
this man will make us safe?
teriously vanishing WMDs, and if
the intelligence services got it
wrong, well, that's their problem,
but we still should have gone to
war.
But a closer look at the nature
of the inquiry tells much more

even Secretary of State Colin
Powell have all said something
was wrong,
But the politicians had their
conclusion, and nothing was

then pulled a revenge outing on
the CIA agent Valerie Plame, wife
of the man who blew the whistle
on them, whose very own
Secretary of State threw the first
draft of his speech to the UN on
Iraq's WMD capability in the air

going to stop them.
Bush and Blair find themselves increasingly alone, as the
pyramid of support for the war cracked and unstable to begin
with - erodes beneath them.
They are subtly changing
their tune - Bush now refers to
"weapons of mass destructionrelated program activities," which
could be read as referring to the
WMD company picnic - but by
putting forward sham inquiries as
open and honest investigations,
they are not helping themselves.
The public is getting restless.
Popularity of both President and
Prime Minister is dropping.
It's looking as though they
have something to hide is only
going to lose them the public trust
they have left.

continued from page 4
policies have intensified excessive drinking as well as problematic situations at Greek organizations.
The fact of the matter is, most
college students need a social outlet on the weekends to get away
from the stresses of their rigorous
academic schedule and more

taken immediately, is intensified
security at the Greek houses. If
these on-campus entities are
going to deal with the responsibility of handling a large volume of
students, the school should allocate more security resources to
make sure that Greek house members are protected.
An easy resolution in this

The heavy volume of students [at
Greek houses]... causes significant safety hazards...
importantly, to meet people and
find their niche in the college
community.
The Trinity administration,
along with many similar institutions, needs to realize that students are going to socialize with
alcohol. The goal should not be to
stop these normal tendencies but
to accommodate them in a way to
provide students with a safe environment, while adhering to the
theme of non-excessive consumption.
A first and easy step would be
meetings between the Inter-Greek
Counsel, interested student members, and the Trinity administration .to involve student opinion
and open the floor to new ideas.
Another near-future step by

regard could be the presence of
campus safety officers at houses
holding events and even personal
parties.
Another resolution could be
the opening of more venues, such
as the Party Barn, to take stress
off the Greek houses. If Trinity
does not open more venues and if
weekend night security is not
changed, I predict that we will see
continuous violent incidents with
the possibility of even more serious injuries.'
The bottom line is that problems are arising on campus during weekend night social activities and they are not due to alcohol consumption. Rather, these
problems arise because a small
number of social venues provide

... the administration needs to assume
at least partial responsibility for the current stresses on... Greek organizations.

\

the school should involve the hiring of experts to work with the
students and Deans to collectively come up with, a system to provide happiness in all aspects of
student life.
However, until changes can
be made to the entire social system, the administration needs to
assume at least partial responsibility for the current stresses on
the Greek organizations.
- The first step, which must be
than that simple story.
The report will not come out
until next year, after the election.
Bits of it will never be published.
It will focus on failures by the
CIA and not failures or manipulation by the White House.
And most importantly, the
commission will have no power
to subpoena testimony. Bush will
never have to say, under oath,
what he knew and when he knew
it.

screaming "this is bullshit, I'm
not readirig this," and what do we
get? An investigation into where
the CIA went wrong, in which
nobody who doesn't want to tell
all doesn't have to. •
Death toll of Bush's indiscretions: 528 Americans, thousands
of Iraqis - mostly civilians.
Why are we so scared to live
without him? Why do we keep
believing that this man will make
us safe?

Now we're looking at an administration who potentially forged military
intelligence...
This is set up to be a whitewash, a masquerade, a little play
enacted for us with stock characters and a predictable outcome.
The corresponding WMD inquiry
in London is similarly hollow, led
by a civil servant firmly inside
The Establishment' and given
such a narrow remit as to be useless in its findings.
When a President engaged in
consenting - albeit manipulative
- sexual acts with an intern, the
moral outrage of millions threw
itself screaming at the White
House, an independent investigation with a wide remit and the
power to compel testimony was
appointed, a year-long media cir-

Ricin got to Capitol Hill this
week, and American soldiers
(whosepay Bush has just cut, by
the way) are sent out to be target
practice for the groups flooding
into the Terrorist Holiday Camp
that is occupied Iraq. The capture
of Saddam Hussein made
America so much safer that our
threat level was.elevated in the
week following it. Bombs have
exploded at American and British
targets across the world.
And the experts are telling us
we were lied to. Leader of the
Iraq Survey Group David Kay,
British weapons scientist David
Kelly, UN Inspector Hans Blix,
Ambassador Joe Wilson, and

for a relatively large number of
students.
Trinity students will drink on
the weekends, and Greek organizations are looked to as the primary outlets to do so. For now the
administration needs to take
responsibility for student fun and
safety at social events.
However, for the long term,
the school also needs to look at
reorganizing the way Trinity's
weekend social system works.

Booze Unites Diverse Crowd
continued from page 3
organizations that use them are
organized arjd active.
So what's the problem? Well,
many students and staff have
lamented that the houses could be
the sites of important interaction
between white and non-white students, but for some reason they
are not.
The image of a cultural house
filled with all types of students •
socializing, meeting each other,
striding'toward a truly integrated

Think of Bourbon St. on
Thursday night. Think of the
Vernon Social Center wine and
cheese party put on by ORL last
year. Think of the fraternities on
Saturday night. Believe it or not,
students don't show up at Pike
and Psi U just for the atmosphere.
Whether you like alcohol or you
hate it, you have to admit that it
gets people to an event.
Realize that this does not simply apply to college events;
events in the real world offer

In our Trinity College society, an
event without alcohol is operating with
a serious handicap.
campus - it hasn't quite materialized. Last week's article points
out these very issues.
So what's the answer? You
guessed
it:
alcohol.
Unfortunately, the cultural houses
on Vernon St. are drier than
chapped lips. No booze, as per
Trinity's rules. You walk into
AASA, you might as well be
walking into a bar in 1921.
This article is not about facts
for and against alcohol. I offer
just one: it draws a crowd.

alcohol, too.
Art openings: there's almost
always a nice spread with fruit,
crackers, and a whole bunch of
wine.
Dinner parties: Martha
Stewart would slap you in the
head if you failed to provide a
full-bodied cabernet to go with
the beef bourguignon; and you
damn well better serve an afterdinner digestif.
Public Relations: the other
day a friend of mine spotted an

alumni tour making its way
through the library. Intrigued, he
looked up and heard the guide
casually remind the guests to
reconvene afterwards "for a glass
or two of chardonnay upstairs."
In our society we expect there
to be alcohol at social events.
And in our Trinity College society, an event without alcohol is
operating with a serious handicap.
Understanding all of this,
how can we possibly expect the
cultural houses to host large integrated events if we don't allow
them to provide beer and wine?
I anticipate critics complaining about "liability" and "insurance." I don't know much about
them.grown-up buzz words. But
I do know that students are
demanding more multiracial
interaction. I also know that a
cultural house serving free beer at
an open party would instantly
provide that interaction.
I was obviously joking about
alcohol solving all problems, but
this is one case where it can definitely make a positive impact.
I urge a rethinking of policy
so as to allow Trinity's, cultural
houses to utilize alcohol as a
powerful tool in hosting social
events.
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New Web Site Geared Toward Prospective Students
ABOUT TRINITY

ACAOlMItS

STUDENT U f £

their college search, it is important that our
College web site reflect Trinity's academic
strength and position as a leading liberal
arts institution in the nation."
The new site will also utilize a Content
Management System. This will allow content to be easily entered and updated,
which will reduce the maintenance issues
that have plagued the current site. Current
problems include outdated information, or
conflicting information on sites.
Sudhakar says, "We hope that our current students, faculty and staff will use the
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ing input and feedback as the site developed.
The site is the product of a joint effort
between the Communications Office and
the Computing Center. A web design,
research and consulting firm, Generation,
was retained by the school to work on the
new navigation map and the site design.
The site will retain its URL as www.trincoll.edu.
To publicize this change the
Communications office is holding an
online contest Feb. 16-20, with prizes rang-

"We hope that our current students, faculty and
staff will use the customized gateway pages as their
primary access point..." - Rama Sudhakar
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www.trincoll.edu

Trinity's new Web site will be launched Feb. 16.

EILEEN FLYNN
MANAGING EDITOR
The College has spent the last few
months redesigning the official Web site,
which will launch Feb. 16. The site will
feature two new "Audience Gateway"
pages: '"Living and Learning" and
"Urban/Global Connections." These gate-

ways are intended for prospective students
to highlight the advantages of the liberal
arts education, urban programs, and global
learning opportunities through the experience of students.
' Rama
Sudhakar,
Director
of
Marketing, said, "Since more and more
prospective students are using the web as
the primary source of information during

customized gateway pages as their primary
access point to frequently visited links on
the College web site."
Representatives from most of the academic departments and administrative
offices as well as trustees and senior management were involved in the process, giv-

ing from a digital camera and a television
to Trinity t-shirts. Information tables are
also being set up during lunch time in front
of the bookstore in Mather Feb. 16 and in
front of Hamlin Feb. 18.
Some people will be allowed to browse
the site during the week of Feb. 9.

OSACC Contest Boosts Fan
Support for Sports Teams

Middlebury: Recent graduate Jason Fleishman died Feb. 1 after
succumbing to a case of meningococcal disease. Days before, he was
a participant in a skiing event at Middlebury's Snow Bowl intended
for mid-year graduates. The college issued a health advisory alert following Fleishman's death, and have actively taken steps to identify
those who came in direct contact with him during the week leading
up to his untimely departure.
Amherst: Former student publisher of The Amherst Student, John
Robinson Mead stood before the college's Disciplinary Committee
recently for embezzling over $12,000 from the student-run paper.
The committee agreed to'give Mead a four-year dismissal, which
makes him eligible to return in the fall of 2007 and graduate with the
class of 2008. Mead made claims of mental instability, and has been
visiting a psychiatrist on a monthly basis, even before the incident.
Under Hampshire County Court, he will serve two years under probation, which includes weekly community service.
Bowdoin: Faculty members voted last Monday to rework their
credit/fail grading status to a credit/D/fail system in which students
earning a D in a class will pass, but whose GPA will suffer as a result.
The move was intended to motivate students to do more than merely pass their respective courses. Currently, of the 32 required courses needed to graduate, only four can be taken credit/fail.
Conn. College: Feb. 1, the college achieved its goal for a Kresge
Challenge grant that marks the end of a two-million dollar fundraising drive. The funds will be used to attain advanced scientific equipment and to maintain an endowment that will renew equipment in
the future. This latest fundraising stint will help science students by
creating new research opportunities.
"Williams: Alumnus Scott Farley '02 was signed for the second time
by the Super Bowl champion New England Patriots yesterday. A former wideout and safety, the team had formerly tried him out at those
positions, and also as a placekicker before he was injured during last
preseason. He was drafted by the NFL Europe team the Berlin
Thunder where he will play for his father's former coach.

Chuck Pratt

The Bantam mascot helps the crowd cheer for the first $25,000 contestant

KRISTIN KREMER
NEWS WRITER
Last Thursday, the boy's basketball
team sealed yet another victory, this time
against Clark University. The team has had
an impressive season so far with only one
loss. However, despite their near perfect
record, the attendance of the games has
been slight. In an effort to raise school
spirit and to encourage support of the team
the Office of Residential Life and the
Office of Student Activities organized a
variety of events and contests at the game
against Clark University. The entrance to
the gym was alive with fans and yellow tshirts sporting the phrase "Trinity
Cockpit". Much like UConn's basketball
cheering section the 'dog pound', the cockpit was. established Thursday in Trinity's
stands. 300 t-shirts were given away and
dozens more thrown into the crowd during
the time-outs. Pizza and refreshments were
served and masses of blue and gold pompoms were handed out. A raffle was organized with various

prizes. There was also a competition
being held between all of the residence
halls. Each student who attended signed in
for their dorm and the hall with the highest
percentage of attendees won a free catered
party. But the main half time event being
organized outside was the basketball contest with a $25,000 prize.
The campus quickly responded to the
flyers posted around the dorms as an estimated 450 students came to support their
team. Through the first half, fans continued filing into the stands. Even the Trinity
Bantam made an appearance at the game
doing his part in cheering on the players.
After an exciting first half, the winners of
the residence hall contest were announced
as well as the competitors for the $25,000
contest. In the end, it was the freshman
dorm Little with 60 percent of their hall in
attendance who took home the prize. The
two contestants chosen for the shoot out
contest were seniors Jose Cuartas and Jack
Canning. The challenge consisted of successfully making four shots within 25 secsee STUDENT on page 8
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Dr. Jones Assumes Role As Trinity's 20th President
— all of the student leaders."
Concerning the issue of curriculum review, Jones stated, "I
will not dictate any curriculum
reform because that is the faculty's prerogative. Curriculum is
the most important province of
the faculty. It is not the president's role to interfere in that
process — but I would like to be
part of it." Jones did mention one
specific area of the curriculum
that interested him and that he
would like to see emphasis placed
on.

Chuck Pratt

Jones will begin his term as President July 1.
continued from page 1
to link the College with the community in many ways. His
approach to further their efforts
would be to "work extensively in
economic development."
"I think economic development is a role that institutions in

ed, "Alcohol abuse is a national
issue, not confined to Kalamazoo
College — not confined to Trinity
College. In my opinion it is not
so much a policy issue as it is an
education issue." He continued
on to say that binge drinking is a
plague - a behavioral modifica-

"... economic development is a role
that institutions in cities have to play..."
-James Jones, President Elect
cities have to play because what
happens to Hartford, happens to
Trinity. And what happens to
Trinity, happens to Hartford."
Whenasked by a journalist of
the Hartford Courant, his
thoughts on alcohol abuse in
College, Jones promptly respond-

tion manner that has to be dealt
with by educating students. In an
effort to curb alcohol abuse on
campus Jones said he would
"want to work with the Dean of
Students, the counseling center,
the Office of Residential Life, the
heads of fraternities and sororities

"I am very interested in the
first year, a freshman's first 6-8
weeks of college because the
leaders of tomorrow are sitting
right here in our classrooms and
that time is so important."
Jones concluded the question
answer session with a brief
response to a question concerning
safety on campus. After mentioning the precautions we all must
take as alert students and members of the community he said,
"Bottom line is, 'what is it like to
live in a city today?'"
Jones stayed after the press
conference to shake hands and
chat with members of the local
community, students and faculty.
Jones had been to campus earlier
in the week for a brief visit with
selected faculty and students so
that the search committee could
gage the community's thoughts
and acceptance of him.
Junior Andrea Leverant was
one of the many students to meet
with Jones. She said, "I really
liked how enthusiastic he was
about the entire learning process.

It seemed that school isn't only
for studying - its about sports,
parties, and experiences... I think
he is a perfect match for Trinity."
The search for a new presi-

degree from Trinity and one of his
sons is a graduate of the College.
In his acceptance address, Jones
noted that when he heard of the
opening at Trinity from Chandler,

"In my opinion [alcohol abuse] is not
so much a policy issue as it is an education issue."
- James Jones
dent began in September with the
assembly of a search committee
consisting of 14 members of the
Trinity community. The search

film k I'rntt

The Board of Trustees voted
unanimously to elect Jones.
firm used by the College,
Academic Search, was responsible for initiating talks with Jones,
specifically Jonathan Chandler, a
reputable consultant of the firm.
Having served as President of
Williams College and Hamilton
during the course of his career,
Chandler is a vrell-KKSwri, WHl-!
respected name among prestigious universities and colleges.
Last year he conducted Amherst's
presidential search before starting
his work at Trinity. Chandler
only conducts one search each
year. When he heard Trinity was
looking for a new president, he
wanted this to be his work for
2004. Chandler has an honorary

he knew it was something he had
to look into.
From there,
Secretary of the College, Scott
Reynolds said, "It's been a step
by step process."
Serving as a liaison between
the candidates and the search
committee, Reynolds was in contact with many of the applicants,
but he recalls, "Jones emerged
early on as the person by which
all other candidates would be
compared against later on."
According to Reynolds, the
search committee was looking for
a candidate who was an academic, a qualified leader with past
administrative experience, a successful fundraiser and someone
who would be able to maintain a
good connection with the student
body. It was clear to the committee early on, that Jones was qualified in all of these areas.
"It's been a long time since
Trinity has had a president who
was a real academic, which is
important to people on this campus - especially the faculty," said
Reynolds.
Before leaving to return to
Kalamazoo, Jones said, "My
goals as President would be: to
learn to read the poetry of the
school, to have as many relation*"ffitps withrthis students as possible, and to maintain an inclusive
management style,"
He quickly followed, "You
need to surround yourself with
smart individuals. No one is
smart enough to be a college or
university president alone."
Jones plans o make several
trips back to campus before taking office in July.

Democratic Choice:
Students Vote Keny
EILEEN FLYNN
MANAGING EDITOR

First Year Students! What will your sophomore
year he like?
We invite you to consider the TUTORIAL COLLEGE, a unique
program open to sophomores only. As a Tutorial student, you'll
live and learn in Summit East, where you'll explore great ideas in
small seminars, pursue a year-long independent project, work
closely with professors, and join with others in field trips, labs,
workshops, and other special learning opportunities. Tutorial
gives you 2.5 credits each semester, allowing you to take up to
five other courses during your sophomore year. As Ann,e-Louise
Marquis ('06) says, Tutorial offers "education without borders."
If you're ready for that, visit our website:
www.trincoll.edu/prog/tutorcol
or contact SyIvia.DeMore, Administrative Director,
?.Q7 2152. Sylvia.DeMore@trmeoll.edu

APPLICATION DEADLINE:

MARCH!

One third of the students
questioned in a poll conducted in
Mather said that they would vote
for Senator John Kerry, Mass, in
the presidential race. Thirty percent of the students were as yet
undecided about who they would
vote for. After these two, .the
highest vote-getter was incum-

Dean, and would definitely make
a better president than Bush."
She noted, however, that, " ...
there's no way I'd vote for Bush;
I'd vote for anyone but him."
The Democratic party caucuses have been taking place for
the past few weeks, across the
country. Despite discussion of
changing the order, Iowa and
New Hampshire held the first two
primaries, both of which were

"I think Kerry is more stable than
Dean, and... makes a better president
than Bush."
-• Emily Eisenberg '06
bent President George W. Bush
with 15 percent.
Governor Howard Dean, V.T.
followed behind Bush, with
General Wesley Clark and
Senator John Edwards of North
Carolina tied with 4 percent of
Trinity's vote. Representative
Dennis Kucinich of Ohio took 3 •
percent of the vote and Reverend
Al Sharpton took 1 percent.
Emily Eisenberg '06 said, "I
think Kerry is more stable than

won by Trinity favorite Kerry.
This surprised some voters, as
Dean had previously seemed a
strong contender considering the
support he had developed among
the younger voters. Furthermore,
former Vice-President, and presidential candidate Al Gore has
thrown his support behind Dean.
Dean sent a fundraising email
to his supporters saying that if he
did not win the Wisconsin prisee POLL on page 8
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Student Attendance
Elevates for Contest

the campaign and positioned the
continued from page 7
Democratic party where it
mary on Feb. 17 he would drop
needs to be to win in November
out of the race entirely, following
... [the] Dean campaign ...
in the footsteps of Conn. Senator
brought hundreds of thousands of
John Lieberman, who dropped
Following the success of this
continued from page 6
new voters into the Democratic
out of the race after winning only
event, the hope is that there will
onds, a lay-up, a foul shot, a
party."
11 percent
three-point shot and a half court
be a revived enthusiasm for all of
An informal • poll taken :• in Mather
M o st
shot. The first to attempt was
the sports teams and increased
of
the
found the following information: •:
Jack. He made the first shot, the
recently
turnouts at the different winter
vote in
lay-up, easily but was unable to sporting events. Along with basKerry has
Delaware.
make the other three in the time ketball, the Ice Hockey, Squash However,
won the
Percentage of Students Who
given. Next up was Jose who was team, Swimming and Diving
Maine cauMonday,
vyVbuld Vote for Each
able to make both the lay-up and
cus, bringteams, Track and Field and
Feb.
9
the foul shot with much support Wrestling will continue through
ing him a
Dean conPresidential Election:
from the crowd. Unfortunately March. Look for future events
total of 10
tradicted
the time ran out before he could
out of the
hosted by the Office of Student
this statecomplete the remaining two shots.
12 states so
Activities and the Office of
ment sayAlthough the contestants were Residential Life in the months to
far.
ing that
unsuccessful in winning the
Dean ,
come. A basketball tournament
he would
$25,000 prize, the basketball team
•Dean: 8
who only
will be held in March and Disco
not in fact
came back and won the game.
carried 8
Volleyball in April.
drop out.
percent of
Greg
;•Edwards;/4y.W,.
Trinity
M or i n
•Kuciriich: 3
managed to
'05, who
come
in
has been
*Sharpton: 1
cecond to
v e r y
•McCain: 1 ; •;
Kerry.
active in
•Undecided:
30
Kucinich
the Dean
came
in
campaign,
third with
s a i d ,
Edwards and Clark trailing far
"Even after Wisconsin only 25%
behind.
of the delegates will have been
Dean also took second to
awarded. Sure, Dean is the
Kerry in Washington and
underdog, but there's still a defi-

"Sure, Dean is the underdog, but
there's still a definite chance he could
pull it off."
- Greg Morin '05

Chuck Pratt

Students gather in the Oosting Gym for a chance to win $25,000.

^

nite chance he could pull it off."
Morin continued, "More
importantly, Dean has fundamentally changed the nature of

Michigan. At a rally in Mich.
Kerry got an endorsement from a
former presidential candidate,
Missouri Representative Dick

Chuck Pratt

Kerry has won 10 of 12 states
in the Primary thus far.
Gephardt, who said of Kerry, "We
need a leader who can defeat
George Bush in November in the
general election and we need a
leader who we all know can walk
into that Oval office tomorrow
afternoon and be a great president
of the United States."
Edwards has claimed a victory in only N.C. and Clark has
claimed a win in Okla. However,
Clark finished behind Kerry and
Sharpton in South Carolina, a
state that he thought he was sure
to take.
Kerry has also picked up
endorsements from a number of
New
Yorkers,
including
Comptroller Alan Hevesi and
Betsy Gotbaum, the New York
City public advocate, who had
both
formerly
endorsed
Lieberman.

^

Careers in Law& Government
B

H i d t a t i €@SSins e3

What's it like to work in the law &
government fields'? Find out from
Hartford area attorney
Michael Col I ins'83.

A Headhiinier's Insight!
What I i p t o p i i f f Realty LoddngforWhin You Interview
Come meet Lisa Iannone'86, General Manager and Senior Partner of
Hobson Associates, a leading executive recruiting firm.
Back by popular demand, Lisa has over 15 years as
a recruiter and will offer advice and practical
suggestions to help you ace your interviews and
stand out in this competitive job market.

NEW DATE & i » M l !
WEDNESDAY • February 11, 2004
6:00 PM
At Career Services

Non-Profits Career Panel |RQIJNDTABLE LUNCH 1 I K
Interested in working for a Non-Profit organization?
Come meet the Non-Profit Career Panel and hear more about their experiences
in the non-profit arena and find out how you can break into this exciting field.

Eicpand your Teaching Job Search
Seeking a Teaching Position in an Independent School?

^WEDNESDAY
Panelists Include:
Jack Haie'70

Knox Park Foundation

Louise Penfield Blood'83

The Hartford Stage Company

Jamie Roseman'99

Planned Parenthood

John Hey]'66

Vice President of Development
and University Relations, WPI

Rachel Rivera'99

Unit Director
The Boys and Girls Club of Hartford

Attend the round table lunch information session for Dick Flood Educational
Services, LLC. Dick Flood, former Headmaster of the Salisbury. School offers
personalized search assistance backed by an extensive network in independeni
schools throughout the eastern corridor.
Don't miss this opportunity to expand your teaching job search1
TUESDAY

^
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Human Rights Program
Hopes to Keep Director
continued from page 1
keep a faculty member as the director of
the program. Professor Maryam Elahi, in
the role since its establishment in 1999, is
seen by her students as a fundamental part
of the program, and one whose loss would
be felt substantially. Jesse Stamell and
Jason Koman, both sophomores and
minors in the human rights program, had
much to say about the importance of Elahi
both as a teacher and as a leader for the
program. "Her value is not just in how
great a professor she is," said Koman, "but

flux: people will just have to keep an eye
on it."
"The Human Rights Program is a fine
program and it will continue," Borden
Painter commented, "There are some
financial and administrative questions we
are working on as part of the annual
budget planning for next year. We hope
to resolve these in a way that will not
only continue the program, but strengthen it."
I think the Human Rights Program is
one of Trinity's greatest programs," Dean

"If you sat down and had a discussion with her
you would understand just how great her energy is."
- Jesse Stamell,'06
in her networking abilities. She has 25-35
years of experience in human rights world
wide - people wouldn't come to campus to
speak to us if it weren't for her." Both students went on to mention that they had the
opportunity to meet and speak with the
director of Amnesty International, a chance
they never would have had if Elahi had not
brought him to campus. "Maryam keeps
things going," said Stamell. "If you sat
down and had a discussion with her you
would understand just how great her energy is."
Whether or not the position will be cut
is still being dealt with by the board of faculty advisors, and more personally by
President Painter, Dean of Faculty Miller
Brown, and Maryam Elahi. "It's a hard
issue to talk about because it is a personal
issue," stated Elahi, "Things are still in

Miller Brown stated. "The minor is in great
shape, and the lectures are thriving."
Students voiced concern that this is
perhaps not the time to be making major
cuts in programs. With a new president just
recently appointed, they said, it would
seem better to wait to deal with decisions
and issues like these when there are people
more permanently in place.
There have been efforts made to protect the program on campus. Students have
written and can continue to send letters to
the Board of Trustees. Those letters are
then sent to be reviewed by the president.
"It is the job of the Board to serve the students," said Stamell. He also added that
perhaps some of the administration needs
to be less passive on this issue, as it is an
important one that a great number of students feel strongly about.

\

Kerry Kennedy Lecture
Author Kerry Kennedy will give a lecture at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 11 in the Washington Room, The lecture
centers around her book Speak Truth to Power and creating
awareness of the challenges faced by international human
rights heroes. The lecture is sponsored by Trinity's Human
Rights Program and Fleet Bank and is free and open to the
public.

Apply to be a Peer Tutor
Students interested in becoming a peer tutor must pick up
and fill out an application from the Dean of Students Office
by Friday Feb. 13. Applicants must have received at least an
"A" or "B" in the course which they wish to tutor and must
attend training at the beginning of the semester. If a student is
recommended through the Dean of Students Office he/she
will make a little more than $8 an hour.

Spain Open in'the Fall
Trinity in Barcelona is now being offered for fall terms as
well as the usual spring term program. There are currently
two tracks, one for students fluent in Spanish who wish to
enroll in courses at the Universitat Pompeu Fabra and participate in internships (Iberian studies track) and the other for
students interested in pursuing studio arts.

Academically Incorrect
From noon to 1 p.m. on Wednesday Feb. 4 in Mather

Dining Hall,-

Are you confident in your interviewing skills?
Confident enough to risk that dream job or
summer internship?
Sign up for a practice interview and take advantage of the
opportunity to strengthen your interviewing skills when
there's nothing at stake.
All four classes are encouraged to participate in this
program. Remember, you only get one chance to make a
first impression, but you can do as many practice
interviews are you want!
These are the last practice interviews offered this year.
Don't miss out!

Practice Interviews will be on
WEDNESDAY • February 18, 2004
from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
in the Career Services Office.
DEADLINE TO SIGN-UP:
Friday • February 13,2004
TO SIGN UP stop by Career Services
with a copy of your resume.
Sign up early to get the time slot you want.

QSA^mp0m0^^^m^Mm^M9mmMdi:es^-

ing the issue of "Race vs. Class; Which One Divides Us
More?" The Forum included a diverse panel which included
both professors and students. Professor Heaney was the
moderator and described the event as being well attended and
representative of diverse viewpoints. He stated "We had both
impressionistic views (how I've, felt or what I've witnessed
here on campus), and more "scholarly" assessments (except in
inner cities, we are less racially segregated now than in the
past)." The next Academically Incorrect will be held from
noon.to;l p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 18 in Mather Dining Hall
and the topic will be "The Naked Truth: Is a single breast really that bad?"
• .••

Campus Safety Report:
The following incidents occurred from Jan. 30 to.Feb. 4.
• The night of Jan. 30, a lone student walking on the long
walk was approached by two males who punched him and
demanded his money and cellular phone. While his attackers
fled, the student alertly called Campus Safety who responded
quickly, and with the help of HPD soon apprehended both
suspects.
• Feb. 1, a student's misplaced cellular phone was found
by a local man who used the phone to reach its owner. The
man intended to return the phone on the basis that he receive
a $ 25 reward in exchange. The student contacted Campus
Safety who confronted the man and returned the phone to her
without incident. The student refusedto press charges and the
man was asked to leave the grounds and not return. Campus
SafcK advises that students in similar prcdicamenLs always
report them immediately.
• The Hartford Fire Dept. responded to several fire alarms
this week due to students leaving curling irons unattended,
kitchen mishaps, and pulled shunts.
Incidents of particular importance have been identified
and listed above.

THIS WEEK AT TRINITY
FEB 9-FEB. 15,2004 .
Wednesday, February 11,2004
Guest Artist Series Performances (GASP!) presents:
lOBrecht Poems

@ CINESTUDiO
Wed,,Thu,,ffi.,
Feb 11,12,13 § 7:30 pm r
Sat,Feb 14
0 2:30,7:30 pm
^

When: 8 pm
Where: Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
Admission: $15 general /$10 non-Trinity students, senior citizens
& Let's Go cardholders/ Free with Trinity ID

Fri.f Sat. .
Feb 13,14 @ 9:40 pm
Sun,, Feb 15 §2:30,7:
•Monjue.,
Feb. 16,17 § 7:30 pm

13 FrLW. Basketball Wesfeyan7:30
-M, Hockey Williams 7:45
14 Sat. M»Basketball Connecticut 3:00

OSACCS Every Friday Movie Series
Af. Squasft Princeton 12:30
W. Squash Princeton 3:00
M, Hockey Middiebury 3:00

Round trip transportation to Crown Palace Theaters and Movie Ticket for only

$6/
Sign up at Mather Front Desk. Bus leaves from Mather Driveway at 9. PM

I
t
I

Late Night @ The Bistro

in

Wrestling Bridgewater, RIC 1:00
15 Sun,^,$quashPenn H;00

@ The Underground Cafe

I

Is it

cdi

...

nn

FREE

DWiCHES!

First Year Night @ The Bistro
Thursday, Feb.lZth @ 9:30 PM
-Blue Crush*
Free Hawaiian Pizza!
Live Music ~- Joseph Wahl and Band
Meet your Class Officers!

m
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The Next Howie Day: Trinity's OwaRysm Brodeur
STEFANIE LOPEZBOY
STAFF WRITER
He's my favorite skinny
white boy with a guitar, and you
have all probably seen him
around campus at some point
singing sweet renditions of
Dispatch, Howie Day, and his
own creations. With a creamy,
smooth voice like crushed velvet
and heartfelt melodies, he serenades Underground goers. If you
have not figured it out yet, I am
talking about Trinity's own Ryan
Brodeur '05.
Although he loves playing in,
the Underground and the Funston
Cafe, Ryan's true aspirations are
to have his own CD some day.
He says, "I would love to have
my own label at some point,

depressing break ups because he
is just starting to get the feel for it.
He says, "[Writing music] is hard.
It's a pain in the ass. I'm a really
bad lyricist and so I kinda.just
write whatever fits and then go
back and, if I can, try and make it
better." However, Ryan admires
good lyricists, people who can
"sit down and spill out a lyrical
masterpiece."
Don't let these songs fool
you; Ryan is perfectly happy with
his girlfriend of three and a half
years, but depressing break ups
offer fodder for the fire. "I have
this very melancholic side to me
that not too many people know
about, and it tends to come out in
force within my songs." He
admits he has been trying to produce more upbeat material.

"I would love to have my own label at
some point."
- Ryan Brodeur '05
though I think I should focus on
getting a record out first.
Preferably, it would be with a
smaller label." Ryan both covers
music from more popular artists
such as Jack Johnson arid Howie
Day, to lesser-known artists such
as The New Amsterdams and
J o s h Ritter.'"••'•

;

..••••..•;••••.

A French major and Italian
Studies,minor, he has composed
songs in both languages in addition to his songs in English.
Writing in other languages, he
says, is even 'more difficult than
composing in English, the natural
metrics of romance languages
aside. He has also started trying
his hand at short story writing,
which he feels helps his song

A versatile musician, he also
plays the saxophone and .writes,
his own mbsio, The subject of higi •
original compositions is mostly
express himself without worrying

Ten
10
Top 10 Things
NOT to do OH Y-Pay
10. Group date. At McDonald's.
9. Buy them things that you want. Hint:
Boys, edible underwear are a no..
8. Give both of your girlfriends the same gift.
7. Take your girlfriend to the Gold Club.
6. fell your boyfriend about that guy you met
at Psi U as a gesture of love and trust.
5. Regale your significant other about the
amazing Valentine's Day you had last year with
your ex.
4. Gift certificate to Erotic Empire.
•3. Invite your boyfriend/girlfriend to a romantic, candle-lit dinner... at Mather. P.S. Just
because the Bistro has tablecloths, that doesn't
make it acceptable either.
2. Spend a romantic night at AD.
1. Forget.

about a melody. "Writing songs
for me is like this: I start with a
melody that I like and then I try to
put words to it. But, melodies for
me strike these cords that are
more easily put into images than
into words, which is why I feel
that lyric writing is so difficult."
If describing these images is difficult in English, a language that
has a fecundity of vocabulary,
writing in another language is
even harder when there are not
enough words.
True to the starving artist
motif, Ryan would love to roam
about the country playing his guitar and writing music for some
time after college. At the same
time, he would like to find an
apartment in Boston or New York
and invest himself in the music
scene there. He says, "I am
always very conscious of the fact
that what I do is very stereotypical and I am always trying to distance myself from that kind of
stereotype. I always make jokes
about it." Plan B, should his
dreams of musical acclaim unravel, is teaching French or working
with French in some way.
... Ryan is a Connecticut local
hailing from Manchester. He
came from Kingswood-Oxford a
full twenty minutes away from
Trinity. During his time here, he
dabbled in Guided Studies, the
on,
and the jazz band. Ryan is also

Stefanie Lopezboy

junior Ryan Brodeur sings at the Underground.
the Vice President of the Junior guitar guy," he not only plays at
the Underground, but he also
class.
With the Junior class works there.
In an appreciation for continPresident Collin Warner, he has
helped organize such events as ued fanfare, Ryan says "I think it
the Stray Illusions/Sawtelles con- is. awesome that people seem to
cert last spring, when they were enjoy coming to see my shows."
sophomore officers. Hopefully, Next time you have a hankering
they will be organizing a similar,,,,, for^rushed yelvet,.check him out,
show this spring. Known as "the
he plays often.

WTT**
ABBY SAMOLIS
RESTAURANT REVIEWER
About a decade ago, long
before tapas and Latin American
fusion cuisine dominated culinary
trends, sushi enjoyed a long stint
in the limelighf. The notion of
raw fish, though!
an initially frightening notion for Quality Cof
most diners, eventually
caught
steam. Now, sushi Damage:
restaurants ; are
,
nearly; as ubiqui~
tous as Starbucks, though with a
far more interesting menus.
Though I consider myself an
adventurous eater, I never jumped
oil the sushi bandwagon, despite
continued pleas from my roommates. Finally, I agreed to try it,
with the provision that one of my
more sushi-enlightened friends
guide me through this daunting
process. Luckily, Fuji Sushi
offers a comfortable atmos- '<V
phere and first-rate ingredients <
that have inspired me to become
a sushi lover as well.
Fuji, like many other Asian
restaurants in the Hartford area, is
located in a strip mall on New
Britain Ave. While I'm generally
skeptical of1 dining next to a hardware store, I've learned that some
of the true gems of Hartford are
not in ideal locations. The interior
is nothing to rave about; plain
walls are sparsely decorated with
Japanese prints, while strange
colored tinsel is interwoven
among the bars separating rows
of booths. The bar, where you can
watch the chef-owner prepare the
sushi rolls, is equally as blandly

decorated, though it can be fun to
watch the chef at work.
However, the smiling owners
make up for any aesthetic complaints. Constantly smiling, they
even remember your name if, like
my friend, you frequent their

restaurant enough. They are helpful in recommending items for
both beginners, and experts in the
sushi field, yet aren't ever pushy
about it. This is a nice change
from the servers at Osaka in West
Hartford, whose main goal seems
to be getting their patrons
out as quickly
AS possi
' *
ble

The food,
of course, is the real reason to try
Fuji. Attempting to analyze the
menu is daunting, which is why I
brought a seasoned diner along.
Before we tackled the actual sushi
part, though, we ordered a few.
appetizers. Shumai, or' steamed
shrimp dumplings, were small yet
flavorful, with a potato-like consistency. The sweet-sour dipping
sauce accented the shrimp nicely.

Our more adventurous appetizer,
edamame, or young soybeans,
may seem like a bizarre item to
order. What looks like a bowl of
peapods arrives steaming at the
table. However, they honestly are
a nice (and healthy) substitute for
potato : chips.
They're
nicely
salted and don't
taste like a health
food.
Other
options include
avocado sashimi,
aged tofu with
tempura sauce, and traditional
miso soup.
To order sushi, you must fill
out what looks like a golf scorecard, indicating how many of
each roll you'd like. This system
works very well, as it practically
prohibits any room for error. It
can be difficult to gauge how
much to order; though the food
looks light, it can be very filling.
Each roll of sushi comes in six
pieces, but the point is to try as
many varieties as possible. To
achieve this, I'd recommend
ordering two rolls per person.
It seems like a lot, but it's
almost definite that all will
be eaten. If you're a novice,
you'll definitely want to order at
least one California roll, which is
considered the "initiation" sushi
roll It includes crab and avocado,
which offer a mild introduction to
the more exotic rolls.
Perhaps the most surprising
thing about sushi is just how unfishy the raw fish tastes. Because
Fuji invests in high-quality
salmon and bluefin tuna, the sushi
see SUSHI on page 13
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Fridays make me nauseous.
It's not because of excessive alcohol consumption or too many
stops at the Cave, or even as a
reminder of the extra-curricular
activities from the previous night.
It's because Friday's sole purpose
is to fuel the maw of procrastination.
I realize that it seems as
though I just described the purpose of every day at college but
on Friday this phenomenon is different because it is universally
accepted that on Friday afternoons, you don't have to do work.
Friday is what separates the neurotic students from the normal
students. The neurotic students
will somehow find a way to
hibernate in their rooms and actually accomplish something while,
the normal students will accept
Friday as the weekend and ignore
their
responsibilities
until
Sunday.
The problem arises when you
are in an in-between student like
myself, and refuse to acknowledge that you -will not end up
opening a book on this day. The
in-between students will sit with
their textbook, unopened
as they watch notoriously bad movies. They
will convince themselves that the information will osmotically
seep into them as they
lounge, feeling unnecessarily guilty that they
are not being productive.
If these inbetween students pome
to terms with the fact that Friday
is not a day of work (hen they
would feel a lot less uneasy. All

continued from page 1
dia (though 1 must admit that I
added the Hallmark bit). Cupid,
that ever-charming, arrow-wielding, rotund bundle of lovin' was
"borrowed" from the Romans,
who in turn had borrowed the
Greek equivalent Eros.
So why should this day, with
its bloody and folkloric connotations, be celebrated with such fervor? The answer lies with a Miss
Esther Rowland, who created the
first valentine in the United
States. This was followed by
commercially produced valentines in the 1800s. At some
point within the past century, Hallmark (the
source of so many
of our holiday-associated
problems)
stepped in, and
now we have
the pink, red, and
frilled atrocity that
we're all familiar with today. Not
only do couples feel pressure to
have a romantic, perfect day, but
singles feel assaulted by their
lone-person status. Having experienced Valentine's Day from
both perspectives, I can't say that
there is much to choose between
them.
My first non-single V-Day
was in eighth grade.
My
boyfriend was a blond-haired
blue-eyed quarterback' from the
football team and we had started
dating approximately two months
beforehand. Attempting to be
thoughtful, I purchased him a

1 did manage to make it out to
dinner however, marking another
Trinity first for me.
Typically I am too
wise to go to
Mather on a Friday
evening. Eating the
week's recycled food
items disguised by
variant uses of
melted cheese is
not my idea of
palatable. But to
keep with the "low
key" theme it was
necessary to brave
the inedibles.

the cool kids do it. The Jews have
been doing it for years! Friday is
a day of rest.
So why is it that
after consuming
2.5 episodes of
Dawson's Creek,
spending 45 minutes reading girly
magazines, and an
hour eating something high in fat, I
still managed to feel
like I had committed
academic suicide. If I
can't even enjoy my restful
activities on my day of rest, than
when can I? There will always be
work and the idea that this work
has to be done some time will
always sabotage the fun that the
in-between student is having.

Following dinner I went to
the theater. I knew that because I
was staying in, I would be missing out on the collegiate dramatics of which boy my friend should
go home with or how to find the
lonesome, untapped keg, so I figured that attending a play was in
order. Here I learned to beware of
any performance where actors are
barefoot. After my sequence of
mediocre dining and unconventional theater, I retreated back, to
finish off my Friday in a pleasantly productive manner. I was
finally able to rid myself of procrastination's lethal toxins.

Because I felt so horridly
decadent after "yet another wasted
Friday afternoon, I did the
unthinkable. I stayed in Friday
night. This was a first for me. I
had always envied those people
who could be studious on Friday
and then celebrate their diligence
on Saturday nights. I had resorted to celebrating my decent
weekday work ethic on Friday,
Saturday, and sometimes Sunday
nights. I realized this weekend
that I was not deserving.
Sometimes
going out for the
sake of going out
is not worth it.
Trampling across
a slushy campus
in pointy shoes
and a low-cut shirt
did nol sound
merely as appealing
to me as .shajnuv^Jaig
of Rolos with my roommates and
curiing up with the latest assigned
Tutorial book.

Truth be told, it is easier to
devote yourself to scholarly
goodness when you are not in
pursuit of other rewards. When
you are tied down to one person
there is less incentive to go out
and find new plunder. Feasting
on eye candy is not as amusing
when you are on a diet. But
whether or not you have found
yourself testing out the fad regiment of the moment, I still rec^ffiS®^»iS5W0^J n every now
and then. Maybe it will make
Sunday's work load a little less
fatal.

the opposite gender in your room
who isn't otherwise related to
you. That is to say, getting caught
in your room with your girlfriend
can get you suspended. That
year, Valentine's* Day was on a
weeknight, meaning off-campus
travel was strictly prohibited for
my boyfriend. Our romantic
afternoon
was
spent in the
common room
of his dormitory, doing nothing
in particular,
because the tel- u«(
evision could

Dave Matthews album (insert
snide remark here) and received,
to my surprise, a stuffed replica of
the Tacp Bell Chihuahua that
smelled like a burrito (I don't
think it was supposed to, however). When squeezed appropriately, it sputtered out something
unintelligible in Spanish. Hoping
that he wasn't suggesting
squeeze him appropriately,
thanked my then-boyfriend
and we went to go see a

movie
o
r
somet h i n g
equally trite.
Valentine's Day
#1 as a significant other was
done. Based upon the fact that
other than a smelly stuffed animal
and the male of choice I can't
remember anything about the day,
it can be asserted that it did not
make any sort of positive impression upon me.
Valentine's Day #2 with a
boyfriend was worse. Having
entered an all-girls' prep school,
my boyfriend, of course, went to
an all-boy's school. Anyone who
has been to prep school can attest
to the strict rules regarding offcampus travel, curfews, and most
importantly, having a member of

\
only be turned on after
classes had ended for the
week on Friday afternoons.
After an hour, with his dorm
mother frequently walking in
and out of the room, not to mention our friends coming to say
hello, I left with a sweet, funny
note and a necklace he had made
for me. Despite the decidedly
unromantic
atmosphere,
Valentine's Day #2 had not been a
completely horrible experience.
Then I found out two days later
that he had cheated on me.
Enough said.
Since then, relationships have
been confined to the nonFebruary months. As something
of a serial single girl and commitment phobic, this hasn't been
much of a struggle.
But despite my negative
experiences on Valentine's Day
with a boyfriend, not having one
hasn't improved the situation
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Around Trinity
Although AT enjoys having admirers, especially around this time of year, AT does not really
enjoy having AT's number handed out to ran-,
dom people met on the weekend. The only
acceptable time to call AT is when AT gives
someone AT's number directly. Additionally
AT requests that the individual responsible for
dispensing AT's number desist immediately or
face the consequences.
Back in Junior High?
AT was rather surprised on Saturday night to
see three Campus Safety officers enter a storage closet and then exit 45 minutes later. AT
s not sure if they were playing seven minutes
n heaven and got a little confused with the
math, but next time AT would recommend
being a little more quiet.
Better than a Plow
On Vernon St. on Saturday night, AT witnessed an individual - how shall we say - eat it
hardcore on the ice. Said individual grew
rather angry at this patch of ice and after
yelling at it, proceeded to urinate on it as a
:
orm of revenge. Whether the ice will retaliate is yet to be determined.
Not Exactly Sleepwalking
After a long night, AT was glad to be dreaming of a fun-filled, beer-soaked weekend, only
to be roused from visions of a never ending
keg by a rather drunk individual crawling into
AT's bed. This person then realized that they
were in fact not in their room and after
repeated attempts to locate the door (and the
handle) AT had to open the door for this poor
soul. AT still does not know how they got in,
but hopes that next time they at least bring
AT back a beer.
Never Say Trinity Students Aren't Creative
On Friday night, AT witnessed an ingenious
group of students invent a new way to get
their daily dose of tequila. After running out
of soda, these students improvised and chased
their shots with snowballs. AT was very
impressed, but would like to remind everyone
interested in attempting this to stay away
from yellow snow.
There Was Supposed to be One Great Flood
AT ended up at a unexpected pool party on
Saturday night when a pipe burst at the Hall.
AT first thought it was dry ice in preparation
for some surprise, but was then sadly disappointed to realize that it was actually scalding
hot water, six inches deep on the floor. AT is
also a little peeved that AT's shoes are now
quite waterlogged and is wondering who is
going to pay for them.
overmuch. Not only am I still
assaulted with too much pink,
red, and heart-shaped paraphernalia when I walk into CVS, Stop &
Shop or Hallmark, but my friends
always make a beeline to those
areas to get something for their
boyfriend/girlfriend. People who
purposely wear pink or red on
Valentine's Day, or, heaven forbid, something heart-shaped, disturb me to no end.
Now I don't want anyone to
interpret this article as a cry of

despair from a lonely single,
because I'm quite content this
way. Now I don't have to explain
to anyone just what it was I was
doing over the weekend, or that
me hanging out with a group of
guys doesn't involve massdebauchery. It just seems that as
far as I can tell, the only good
things to come out of Hallmark
hijacking the day in the name of
capitalism are the candy hearts
with the messages on them, and
the sale on chocolate Feb 15.
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continued from page 11
is mellow and easy to ingest. Despite the
investment in pricier fish, a roll averages
about seven dollars, a good price considering the quality ingredients. By far the best
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rarely leave you overly sated, which is certainly a nice change from the effects of
other cuisines.
Japanese restaurants are not only good
for sushi, though. Those who prefer their

Overall, anyone can be pleased at Fuji, whether
you're eating raw or cooked, meat or veggies.
roll we tasted was the spicy tuna r6ll, which
was simply spicy bluefin tuna that acquired
a buttery taste as it practically melted in
your mouth.
My friend explained that she prefers
Fuji to Osaka for the spicy tuna roll, as
Osaka uses a less fatty tuna that therefore
has less flavor. A variation on this roll, the
Mexican roll, includes tiny strips of tempura in it, adding a surprisingly satisfying
crunch to the roll. Another traditional
choice is the Alaska roll, made with salmon
and avocado.
Fuji also makes interesting variations
on traditional rolls. The Christmas roll is
made with red caviar and avocado. The
Philadelphia roll, essentially Americanized
sushi, contains cream cheese and smoked
salmon in the center. Even if you're a vegetarian, tasty options are available.
Cucumber rolls and asparagus rolls are just
that, with no trace of fish. For the bravest
diners, plenty of choices include eel,
which I didn't try but reviews from
friends have ranged from "awesome" to "gross- tastes like ^
barbecued bacon." Once you ™
know what kind of fish you
prefer, it's relatively easy to
pick a roll based on the accompanying ingredients. Though it's
easy to consume 12 pieces in a sitting, the light consistency of sushi will

food to be cooked also have many choices.
A variety of tempura dishes, including vegetables and mixed seafood, are nicely battered, though rather filling. Traditional beef
and chicken teriyaki with rice are also
offered, as are udon dishes, or traditional
Japanese noodles. Overall, anyone can be
pleased at Fuji, whether you're eating raw
or cooked, meat or veggies.
Fuji is a great place to familiarize yourself with the art of sushi eating, though it's
an equally satisfying spot for veterans. The
staff is warm and willing to help, though
it's a wise idea to bring along someone who
has experience. Some aspects of the experience I have yet to master, such as getting
an entire piece of sushi in my mouth with
chopsticks without destroying it. However,
the chef will gladly cut the roll into eight
smaller pieces instead of the traditional six
upon request. This kind of service is necessary when trying something
new and exotic, which is
why Fuji is friendlier to
beginners than is Osaka.
. The good news is that it's also
less expensive. Bottom line: don't be
intimidated by the idea of raw fish;
it's really not hard to enjoy. And
besides, if you do decline the actual sushi, plenty of cooked entrees
ensure that you'll enjoy the experience.

From Pisco to
Pinochet:
i /
A Semester
in Santiago
Come to Trinity-in-Santiago's
Forum to share the unique
experiences of five Trinity
students who had the opportunity
to see the world from another
perspective. They studied at the
University ofChile, interned in
various Non-Governmental
Organizations fighting for
Human Rights, and made lifelong friendships with other
Chilean students and their hostfamilies.
When: Wednesday, Feb. 18
Where: Faculty Club, Hamlin
Hall
Time: 5:00 p.m.
Panel: Elizabeth Cowan, Shika
Gulati, Melissa Martinelli,
Naomi Reville, Caeana Sanders
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seeing into spuing 2004
We all know what this Saturday is: National Appreciate Your Lhasa
Apso Puppy Day, but there's also a little known holiday Miss
Diamond thought she would recognize as well. Known as Valentine's
day, it has its origins in the cannibalistic rituals of the lower Amazon
basin head-hunting tribes. Although it is now celebrated with assorted chocolates and roses, these are really symbolic representations of
ears and toes. Miss Diamond hopes that you will take this into
account 'when shopping for you sweetie. Happy V-Day!

L-GO
r

- f ee>cujAft.y 18

O U L V 23 - A U G U S T 22

l-l'okay. bo. This is your Valentine's Pay.
ChiLLin'. bo ruling out your kneecaps meltIng, meteors being crashed into you. your
significant other Leaving you, and your
heart exploding, you're pretty much gonna
blow yourself up. bo, Aquarius, go have a
nap. And T-UtN fire the missiles!
Lucky flavors nuclear Winter.

Your LoVe Life has been rocky so far. Leo,
but this V-Pay WiLL offer a change of pace.
bomeone is Looking out for you. and I don't
mean in heaven. The floor above you houses a mysterious benefactor who Will
arrange a matchmaking setup. K-eep an
open mind; goats are cute, right?
Lucky flavor; rocky road.

Pisces

K/to&o

Pe&ft.uAR_y 13 - M A R - C H 2 0

A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M B E R . 22

Would you rather spend your Valentine's Virgo, it's time to take a break. You've
Pay With a stud-muffin doing har manual been having a Lot of fun, but take it easy if
labor in the freezing cold while Little you don't Want to run out of prospects
before you graduate. I suggest a bubbLe
gnome-children point and laugh at your
lack of dothlng but Lush abundance of hair. bath (whoops, not in these showers!) or a
or ... not? !v]ake up your mind, because nice home cooked meal (in what kitchen?)
bereft it, What ebe is there to do?
Valentine's Pay is fast approaching.
Lucky flavor: Water.
Lucky flavor: gnom*-mad« broWnias.

MAft.cfi 2 1 - A P R J L 13

Aries, this Valentines Pay WiLL be full of
surprises, bo invest in a pair of Pepends
to guard against bladder Weakness.
Nothing like roses and Warm urine to make
this day truly romantic. On a drier note,
remember your Laundry. ELveryone is Waiting for you to free up the drier. N<?WI
Lucky flavor: peaches 'n cream.

SEPTEM6EA. 23 - OCTO&EA. 22
Libra, your blatant disregard for last
Week's advice has Left your smellier than
ever. If you Want t o spend this V-Pay With
someone, your personal hygiene has got to
change.- CleatiLiness is next to godLiness,
and from what I'm sensing, you're pretty
far from Yahweh right now.
Lucky flavor-, mirrty fresh Listerln&

TAURUS
-

MAV 20

OCTO&ER. 23 - NoV/EM&Eft. 21

CandLes, Wine, and a wheel of &rie are Chocolate, flowers, or a sWeet Valentine?
what this VaLentine's Pay holds in store fJo, -6corpio; I'm talking about giving, not
for you. E>ut beware - they've been in receiving. It's time t o spread the LoVe. A
storage for much too Long, Taurus! we a l l suggestion: my box number is JOObAA in
know that Wine gets better with age, but case you Want to send me a token of your
that is just not so with &rie ... Or your affection ...
Lover.
•
. Lucky flavor: if you send me something,

Lucky flavor: m«rlot

GEMINI
MAY 2 1 - O u w e 21
\Ve aLL get a Little bitter now and then
when it comes t o reLationships, C^emini.
&ut keep things in perspective this
Valentine's Pay. because it Won't be so
great if you spend it behind bars, even if
your cellmate Is hot (CjeneraLLy. relationships that begin in jail don't end WeLL...)
. Lucky flavor: whtbs mystery p/rtfier.

OuNe22-OuL.y22

dark chocolate. If not dirt

SAGCTTAAJUS
- DeceM&eft. 21
This V-Pay you WiLL meet someone truLy
special, bag. They Will appreciate you in
aLL your glory. They Won't care that you're
boW-legged, and they Won't care that
you're biLinguat, they'll just Want to hold
you, and be with you, and yes, have sex With
you, but seriously ... what a catch!

Lucky flavor: Juicy fruit gum.

£>ECEM&Eft- 22 -.OAUUAft-y 13

While you may think you've found The One,
Cancer, your sexual energy has been
don't expect them to be perfect. \Leep the
blocked by the unflattering arrangement
of furniture in your dorm room, lv|ake a day Words of Charles Pierce in mind, Cap
of feng shui With your roommate, and you'll before you get your hopes up: "The perfect
lover is one who turns into pizza at A a.m.'
have the most erotic VaLentine's Pay in
I'LL keep my fingers crossed for you i
&antam history The question is: who gets
comes with extra cheese.
dibs on the room Saturday night?
Lucky flavor: anchovy;
Lucky flavor, gre^n tea.
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So, it's midnight, you have a 10 page
philosophy paper due at nine in the morning, and you have yet to learn anything
about Eros and how it relates to Plato. The
smart thing would be to get offline and go
start catching up on your reading; a relatively simple task, if it weren't for the abyss
we know and love as the Internet. We've all
been there, you'll start studying for that
calc test as soon as you watch just one
more Strongbad email. But as we all know,
"one" is actually secret code language For
47. Before you know it, the sun is rising
over smog-infested Hartford and you still
don't know anything about imaginary numbers (and personally I don't see why you'd
need to know anything about them anyway,
but I suppose that's a different story.) And
just in case you were questioning your
faith in the Tripod staff, this article is not
a way to hone in on your studying skills
or how to manage your time more effectively.
Rather we decided to open the
Trinity student's mind to the plethora of
time-wasting websites that exist on the
utterly fantastic World Wide Web. The criteria is quite simple: these are the sites that
are ever-present in away messages, and the
ones that you'll find people talking.about in
Mather the next morning as soon as they're
updated. Some might be inane, perhaps

Features*.
www.homestarrunner.com
When you hear the term "cult-web site"
this might be the first name that comes to
mind. For any of you perhaps living under
a rock (or pre-med students, I think they're
interchangeable), this expansive web site is
the brainchild of Atlanta-based brothers
Mike and Matt Chapman and features a
motley bunch of deranged cartoon characters who are featured in short skits or in different activities on the site. The most wellknown aspect of the site is probably the
emails, a weekly feature that
has the masked and boxer-

gloved

vvww.homestarrunner.com

character of Strongbad answer questions
about his daily life. Your life is not complete without having seen the Teen Girl

the ONION

www.theonion.com

even insipid, but they are guaranteed to
steal enough of your time that before you
know you'll be down on their level anyway.
Happy studying from everyone in

Squad cartoons. Not only will you be more
culturally literate after perusing through
this site, but you'll also be able to recognize
the Homestar Runner and King of Town.

sweatshirts that everyone seems to be
sporting.
http://home. tiscali. nl/multicom/DaSch
op/endofworld.swf

produced Wet Hot) features an archive of
every single video short that they generally
show before they do their comedy show in
NYC. They are all highly irreverent, and

... these are the sites that are ever-present in away
messages, and the ones that you'll find people talking about in Mather the next morning.
Although this website is not nearly as
massive as Homestar Runner, it is perhaps
the most oft-quoted. This 30 second clip
displays what might happen if the end of
the world actually happened, in such
poor taste that it's ridiculously funny.
If you've been noticing a lot of your
classmates saying things like "WTF?"
with an Australian accent, or claiming that
they are "le tired" chances are they too
have become addicted to this cartoon.
www. candy stand, com
If just watching something on the
Internet isn't really your cup of tea, then
this might be just the place for you. This
site features a wide array of candy-themed
arcade games brought to you by the lovely
folks at Planters Peanuts. You can do anything from pretend to be an Olympic figure
skater, to a few rousing games of pool, to
Life-Savers pinball. Plus, it's a group activity, meaning that you don't have to feel like
a total idiot because all your friends are
playing too!
www. stellacomedy, com
So, if you haven't seen Wet Hot
American Summer, I don't really want to
talk to you - ever - but I can make
allowances if you're well-versed in these
comedy shorts on this website. The online
home of the Stella comedy guys'(who also

not everyone's cup of tea, but just like people on "American Idol" who think they can
sing, you just can't tear yourself away.
www. theonion.com
Is there anything better than a website
that is just purely fake news? Well, you
don't need to answer that honestly, but the
Onion is an excellent way to relieve some
of your last minute tension before that big
final. And while researching for this article,
I even found some articles about procrastination! Needless to say this is why I did not
finish writing until ten minutes before the
paper went to print. But in any event, if you
always had a burning desire to know about
thing that didn't really happen, then look
no further.
www.gameshownetwork. com
Another excellent way to waste days of
your life; not only can you play along with
shows on the Game Show network, but
there's also tons of Internet based games on
this site too. Phrase Frenzy, which has just
about taken over my dorm, is a timed word
game where you unscramble the letters to
find the six-letter word and any smaller
words within it. It may sound simple, but
it's also highly addictive. Just ask anyone
on my floor and chances are they can tell
you exactly how many words you can
malce from ANY six letter word.

Career Services

THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT.

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! %On-Campus Interviews!
Thursday, February 12
^>Andover Companies, The (Interviews on Campus 02/17/04) — Underwriter
Hartford Seminary — Library Page - Part-time
Friday, February 13
TheStTeet.com — Junior Reporting Analyst
Study Circles Resource Center — Administrative Assistant
Leam — Special Education Instructor
Hartford Hospital — Summer Student Fellowship Program-2004
HealthMETRICS Partners, Inc. — Analyst
Sunday. February 15
FleetBoston Classic — Various Golf Internships - Summer 2004
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum — Summer Intern
Phillips Exeter Academy — Summer Teaching Intern Program 2004
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston — Research and Writing Intern for Regional ReviewSummer 2004
, .
Tuesday. February 17
Trivia Nite — Sales & Marketing Associate - Commission Only Position
Wednesday, February 18
Trinity College — Social Science Data Services Coordinator, Library
Corporate Communications Broadcast Network (CCBN) — Corporate Services AssociateLatin America; Corporate Services Associate
Friday, February 20
CityBridge — Teachers-Summer 2004; Office Manager-Summer 2004; Dean of StudentsSummer 2004; Dean of Residential Life-Summer 2004
vGreenPoint Financial (Interviews on Campus 02/26/04) — Summer Associate
CNET Networks, Inc. — Account Coordinator
Chart Links — Quality Assurance Functional Specialist
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation — Thomas R. Pickering Foreign
Affairs Fellowship Program-2004
Philadelphia Museum of Art — Museum Studies Internship Program-Summer 2004
Monday, February 23
Success for All Foundation (SFAF) — Test Administrator
PGRP at Cornell University and Boyce Thompson Institute — The Plant Genome
Research Program Summer Intemship-2004
Wednesday, February 25
^>Primerica Financial Services (Interviews on Campus 02/27/04) —
Financial Planner/Independent Contractor
Ruder Finn, Inc. — Executive Training Program-Summer 2004 Session; Summer
Internship Program-2004
California State University — The Jesse M. Unruh Assembly Fellowship Program-20042005; Executive Fellowship Program-2004-2005; The Judicial Administration Fellowship
Program-2004-2005; California Senate Fellows-2004-2005
Thursday, February 26
New York Mets — Internship in Baseball Operations
Friday, February 27
Nexus Associates — Research Analyst
Culver Careers — Recruiter/Entry-Level Sales
AA^AAAJ^AAAAAAAAAA^AA^iOi|AAAi|AAAAA.A
&A.

Friday, February 27 (Continued)
Yakup International Co. Ltd. — Teaching English in China
Phillips Academy -— Teaching Assistant-Summer 2004
Leam — Various Educational Positions
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation—Thomas R. Pickering Graduate
Foreign Affairs Fellowship Program (GFAF)-2004
Saturday, February 28
New England Regional Primate Research Center-Harvard Medical School — Summer
Training Program-2004
New School University/Parsons School of Design — The Michael Kalil Memorial Travel/
Study Fellowships-2004
.
National Institutes of Health (NIH) — NIH Undergraduate Scholarship Program (UGSP)2004-2005
Monday, March 1
Turning Pointe Productions — Entertainment Internships-Summer 2004
United States Department of State — Various Internships-Fall
^American Express Financial Advisors Inc (Interviews on Campus 03/04/04) —
American Express Financial Advisors
The Fund for Theological Education, Inc. — Undergraduate Fellowships 2004-2005
Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute (CHCI) — CHCI 2004-2005 Fellowship
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation — Office Manager
Rumsey Hall School — Mathematics Teacher (Grades 6-9) General Math/Geometry;
English Teacher (Grades 6-9); Science Teacher (Grades 6-9) - Earth Science/General
Science
The Black Student Fund — Teacher Recruitment Program
American Bar Association — ABA Legal Opportunity Scholarship Fund-2004-2005
^ R e a d a k Educational Services, Inc. (Interviews on Campus 03/04/04)
Teacher
The Brearley School — The Associate Teacher's Program-2004-2005
Joan and Sanford I. Weill Medical College of Cornell University — The Travelers
Summer Research Fellowship Program-2004
The American Jewish Committee — AJC Fellows Program-2004
United States Department of Justice — Office of Special Investigations (OSI) InternshipSummer 2004
Whale Center of New EngIand.(The) — Marine Mammal Research Internships-2004/2005
The James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation — Fellowship
Vilar Institute for Arts Management — Arts Management/Education Internships-Summer
2004

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoll.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on
events, special programs and job listings
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James Porter's Thesis
Tackles the itsues #fBlack Artists
went on to say: "Don't get me to choreograph the "non-dance"
wrong, I do not wish to live in a parts as carefully as the movement sections were would have
colorless world but rather a world
made the delivery of the lines
that is tolerant. We can never
A man wearing a collared
erase racism. We should by no even stronger and more powerful
shirt with one sleeve torn off,
means embrace racism but we for the audience. The piece
pants, and a tie enters carefully, as
should also not pretend it does not would also have been visually
if walking on a tight rope, into the
cleaner.
exist."
performance space. Taking center stage he begins his dialogue
Through the piece ArtisticPorter was able to draw the
with the audience, eventually
American James Porter contemaudience into the performance by
declaring, "I am a black
plated and asked questions about
asking questions of both himself
American."
and the audience. He did not the racial issues present in
America. While society would
present himself as separate from
This past week James Porter,
www.google.com
like to think that it is beyond
or above any of the claims he
a senior Theatre arid Dance
racial stereotypes, Porter's piece
major, premiered his thesis per- made.
James Lecesne and Jeffery Roberson star in Irma Vep,
forced the audience to acknowlformance
entitled
ArtisticOne of the most memorable
edge its presence in our everyday
American in the Austin Arts
images was during a dance seclife; however, he communicated
Center. As Porter told me, his tion. Projecting onto the psych
his optimism that, while racism
thesis was' a study of the "Black
(the white fabric covering the
will never disappear, he still
arts movement and how it has entire back wall of a theatre onto
believes that through time we can
empowered the black race."
which light is projected) a vibrant
become a more racially tolerant
Combining monologue, personal
red light, Porter extends his body
anecdotes, found texts, and
np»v. id"e c i n'ng a sjiit» of picSIM R"L\
dance, Porter brought his ideas to
life in the form of a solo performance.
Directed by Michael Wilson,
KELLY RICE
Porter led the audience to
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR Charles Ludlam's comedy comes
to life as soon as you receive the
conclusions about the relevance
playbill.
The
Mystery
of
Irma
Vep
is
a
of black performance history to
mystery-comedy that has been
Upon taking one of the 489
today. As stated in his monoplaying for the past four weeks at
seats in the theatre, one finds him
logue; "Black life on Broadway
The Hartford Stage
Company.
or herself flipping through the
was introduced as an exotic subThe Hartford Stage is currently in
pages of the playbill in eager
ject full of negative stereotypes to
its 40th year of productions and anticipation. Immediately, one
make black people feel ashamed
has earned national recognition,
learns that the comedy of this
of their race and background: the
including a Tony Award, for
play is not limited to the stage.
Buffoon, the Tragic Mulatto, the
Outstanding Regional Theatre. The playbill itself is overflowing
; Christian Slave, the: Carefree
The stage has drawn talented
with hilarity to the careful reader.
Primitive, and the Black Beasl."
actors to Connecticut such as
For example, the list of actors
Each of these characters was
Angela Lansbury and Calista
includes two men James Lecesne
accompanied by Porter striking a
Flockhart to name a few. This
and Jeffery Roberson and two
silly pose showing their ridicuJames Porter
months past performance is no
women Jocelyn Burnet-Phipps
lous nature. While often we like
exception.
see TWO on page 18
to think society is far beyond
James Porter strikes a pose t o characterize black stereotypes.
these antiquated racial associacise,
elegant
movements.
tions,. Porter then did a reenactReducing Porter to a moving silment of his first high school thehouette made this section memoatre experience showing they still
rable after his racial identity was
are prevalent. He and a female
the focal point for the majority of
classmate, the only two black stuthe show. The lighting design,
dents cast in the show, were the done by Jessie Richardson '04,
maid and butler. While telling the
effectively erased his race. This
story, I cringed because the end- drove home the simple, often
ing was painfully obvious. One
Greg Bailey: Territory of Love and Fear
,
repeated, yet powerful point that
would think that typecasting in
Friday, Jan. 30- Saturday Mar, 6
only skin color separates us. Set
high school would be unnecesPlease see schedule for exhibiting times
in contrast to the narrative, this
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
Using the ideas of geological time as a metaphor for the human condition, this site-specific installation will dramatically transform the gallery to alter the viewer's perception of space and gravity. The subject of the installation is the endless plateaus, tenuous asteroids, and the conjoined planets. The content
of the installation is the combination of psychoanalytical theory of Jung and Freud, the concept of geological time, and how they relate to personal time and the questions of perceiving reality.
SCOTT TROOST
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Irmo Vep Mnet
ot Hartford Atoge

A Delightful Comedy About the Wealthy

iiiiiliilinler

James Porter

James Porter performs while telling a narrative.
was a striking section which
sary and avoided. I could not
allowed the audience members to
help but begin to examine my
own racial associations that are as have a moment of reflection.
During this section, the statement
of now ingrained in our society,
that this is not an ideal world.resPorter effectively brings up
onated.
the issue of race suggesting
human tendencies which, as an
A work with a strong message
audience member, I could not
well communicated, my suggesignore. Particularly when he simtion would be to explore blurring
ply stated: "You, you claim to the movement and text sections,
have never made judgments
as opposed to such a sharp delinbased on race, yet you surround
eation between the two. This
yourself entirely with people of
change would give a greater sense
the same race. Why do you, of how they relate to one another
when describing someone give
which would make the piece
detail of their race, "oh he's the stronger overall. The dance parts
Black, White, Hispanic, Asian
were precisely choreographed
guy on the corner?"
and elegantly executed. While
when talking in a narrative voice,
Thereby he exposed some of
some movements were unsure
the unconscious racist tendencies
that all humans are subject to. He and superfluous. Taking the time

10 Brecht Poems
Wednesday Feb. 11 at 8 p.m.
Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater
Recently featured on NPR and German Public Radio, Strike Anywhere Performance Ensemble and
North American Cultural Laboratory (NaCl Theatre) present a dynamic two-woman Brechtian vaudeville
theater piece entitled 10 Brecht Poems, New York-based actresses Tannis Kowalchuk (NaCl Theatre) and
Leese Walker (Strike Anywhere) bring to life ten poems by Bertolt Brecht, the renowned German playwright and social critic. Kowalchuk and Walker, the creators of the show, use satire and a variety of performance styles to examine the horrors of war, the importance of solidarity and the need for dissent.
Aside from tight vocal harmonies, precise movement and powerful text, the performance also features
hand-painted slides and shadow puppets by the pair.
Monday, Feb. 16
Seabury 19 Theater: New Work Series
Monday, Feb. 16 at 4:15 and 8 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 19, 3rd floor
Two performances showcasing new theatrical approaches by students in the Department of Theater and
Dance.
Studio 47: Mollye Maxner and Kelly Parsley
Wednesday, Feb. 18 at 7:30 p.m.
Seabury Hall, Studio 47, 3rd floor
These two gifted young choreographers from Amherst, Mass/ present their extraordinary dance duet,
"The Living Room." Set to the music of Tom Waits, this poignant duet explores the cycle of two lives
together expressed through movement and silent acting. Mollye and Kelly are co-artistic directors of
Chimaera Physical Theater, and both have taught, performed and choreographed nationally and internationally in over 250 performances.
austinarts.org
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The year 2003 may go down
as the year of Gigli, but despite
the tremendous failure of Gigli, it
was one of the best years for
movies, in a long while. There
were wonderful movies made in
nearly every category. There were
big budget epics such as The
Return of the King, small inde-

Giamatti. Harvey Pekar is a file
clerk and writes comic books
about his life. It may not sound
terribly exciting but American
Splendor is touching and sweet
and at the end it is impossible not
to care for the main characters.
Finding Nemo
It seems that Pixar just doesn't make bad movies, and their
fifth feature does not disappoint.
Finding Nemo may be a very

www.google.com

Incredible images in Pixar's Finding Nemo.
pendent films like Lost in
Translation, and animated films
such as the Triplets of Belleville.
I would like to share with
you, 10 remarkable movies from
the year all of which are more
than worth the price of admission.
American Splendor
Come to be known as one of
the most unique movies of the
year, American Splendor, is a
comic book movie. But it is not
the comic book movie we have
come to know. There are no
explosions and no superheroes. It
is the story of Harvey Pekar, who
is expertly played by Paul

standard story, but it is well written and the voice actors are very
good,
especially
Ellen
DeGeneres. The greatest thing
about this film is the images: they
are incredibly magical. It is a
movie that is easy to get lost in. It
is an amazing achievement in digital art. Along with its beauty, it is
also very funny and enjoyable.
In America
Jim Sheridan is a master at
telling stories of people's life, and
in In America, he tells his own
story about a family coming to
America to start a new life. The
movie is reminiscent of the Italian
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neo-realism period, although this
movie is not pure realism. There
is not a movie this year that is
more touching and absolutely no
movie more powerful. There is
nothing predictable about this
movie, because it is real life.
Lord of the Rings:
The Return of the King
Almost a lock for the Best
Picture Oscar, The Return of the
King juggernaut is unstoppable.
Return of the King is the final
installment of the trilogy and is
the best of the three. It contains
one of the finest and certainly the
largest battle scenes ever put on
film. The movie is a spectacle in
its scope and will go down as one
of the finest movies of the year.
Lost in Translation
Sofia Coppola's film is on
more top 10 lists this year then
any other movie, and it is deserving of all of those votes. Lost in
Translation showcases the best
Bill Murray performance in
years, and introduces Scarlett
Johansson as a new talent to
watch. After watching this movie
it is apparent that the great directing gene has not passed over
Sofia Coppola. Her father Francis
Ford Coppola of Godfather fame ••
has passed the torch to his daughter.
Master and Commander:
The Far Side of the World
Not your average swashbuckling movie,
Master and
Commander is a movie about
adventures on the high seas. It is
• an adventure that is as exciting as
anything in 2003, but never loses
sight of the human element. It
combines great action with
intriguing dialogue. This makes
me wish that Hollywood would
make more seafaring movies like
Master and Commander, and not

j-r.-jty.,:•'";'**.' ' '%* '

Orlando Bloom stars in Returnof the King.
just another version of Mutiny on
the Bounty.
Mystic River
Both Sean Penn and Tim
Robbins have been decorated for
their acting in Mystic River, a
movie that is driven by the performances. It also seems likely
that they both will garner Oscars
for their work. Apart from the
performances the movie is also
compelling and interesting. It
manages to successfully merge a
crime drama and psychological
thriller into one. Mystic River is
one of the finest movies of the
year.
The Triplets of Belleville
Every year there is talk that
hand drawn animation is dead,
but each year a movie comes that
scoffs in the face of that idea. Last
year's Spirited Away, a Japanese
film, and 2003s The Triplets of
Belleville, a French film, easily fit
the bill. The story involves a
grandmother, a grandson, a bike,
a neurotic dog, and the French
mafia. The Triplets of Belleville
is a quirky and interesting film
and easily ranks among the best
animated films of the decade.

21 Grams
Sean Penn had quite a year.
While his acting in Mystic River
is earning him tons of awards, his
acting in 21 Grams is just as
great. He is complimented by outstanding performances by Naomi
Watts and Benicio Del Toro. The
story is told out of order and this
does not advance the film in anyway. Even with this fault, when
you can grasp the whole story,
you will be left breathless.
28 Days Later
Not likely to win any movie
of the year award, 28 Days Later
is still an intelligent, interesting,
and scary film. It is so rare that a
good horror movie comes out that
I thought this warranted mention.
28 Days Later is about a man who
wakes up from a coma to find
London abandoned. He comes to
find out that people have been
turned into zombies through a
virus, and from that point on he
struggles to survive.
2003 was an excellent year
for movies. I have tired to provide
a mixture of movies that qualify
as some of the year's best. \ hope
you enjoy these movies.

sponsored by Career Services
ERASMUS PRIZE
IN THE HUMANITIES
COMPETITION OPEN TO
ALL-JUNIORS AND SENIORS
MONDAY
Feb. 23,2004

TUESDAY
Feb. 24, 2004

Visit
UCONNLAW SCHOOL

Visit the
METROPOLITAN
MUSEUM OF ART

Technology Industry
Roundtable Lunch
With
Don McLagan'64

Financial Industry
Roundtable Lunch
With
Peter BIum'72

To learn more about these events or to RSVP
log onto Trinity Recruiting at
hfrfflW/trincoll.erecruiting.com
Deadline to RSVP is

PRIZE: $1,000
The Erasmus Prize in the Humanities is
awarded annually to the Junior or Senior
judged to have written the best essay in
the Humanities after completion of the
Sophomore year.
The submission can be in the form of an
essay written for a course, or adapted
from course-work, or one specially written for the competition.
Questions? Email to:
kenneth.lloydjones@trincoll.edu
All submissions (three copies) to the
office of
Modern Languages and Literature
(Seabury45)
by no later than 3 p.m.,
FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 2004
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two Man Cast Great
continued from page 16
and Varla Jean Merman.
Upon close examination of
the actor's headshots, however,
the two women prove to be the
male actors with make-up, jewelry, and wigs.
Furthermore, the actor's
descriptions boast such accomplishments as appearances on
"Sex and the City," "All My
Children," and a variety of MTV
specials.
On the contrary, actresses
descriptions include "intense self

Hillcrest (Jeffery Roberson).
Sounds are heard from behind
a door on the set and Nicodemus
scurries off into the night. Just as
he exits out one door, Lady Enid
Hillcrest enters another.
What is most shocking is that
the two characters are one and the
same actor, but the change
occurs almost instantly, but the
costumes are completely different. It seems almost impossible.
This incredible interchange of
characters
occurs
steadily
throughout the first act of the

The over-exaggeration of the female
characters is what gives the play most of
its humor...
hypnotherapy" and "a one
woman musical based on the life
of catalog queen Lillian Vernon".
The absolute ridiculousness of
the playbill leaves one anxious
for the show to begin.
When the show begins it is
obvious that the four-person production is actually a two-man
show. The action of the play
takes place in the drawing room
of the library in Mandacrest,
which is the Hillcrest estate
somewhere in Egypt.
Irma Vep is the deceased wife
of Lord Edgar Hillcrest. Irma's
portrait is the focal point in the set
as it is oversized and placed
above the mantel at center stage.
The lights go up on
Nicodemus Underwood (Jeffery
Roberson) the disheveled caretaker of the estate, and Jane
Twisden (James Lecesne) the
" maid. The two bicker about the
new \ady of the estate Lady Enid

play.
The actors not only change
their costume, but their deep
manly voices give way to
squeaky over-exaggerated female
tones. The over-exaggeration of
the female characters is what
gives the play most of its humor.
Furthermore,, throughout the
first act one learns that Irma Vep
and her son were killed by the
wolf that Irma had kept as a pet.
Jane, however, has an alternative theory. She believed that it
was, in fact, a werewolf that murdered the two. In addition, an
intruder attacks Lady Enid and
appears to be some form of a
Vampire. The first act becomes a
little slow as the impact of the
actors dressed as women wears
off.
Before the audience begins to
lose interest, however, the act
ends with Lord Hillcrest off to
explore the old tombs of Egypt in

search of answers.
The second act begins with
much more excitement than the
first. The two actors enter
through the back and are right in
the middle of the audience. As
they walk throughout the rows
they crack jokes that make the
audience a part of the play.
The audience, in effect,
becomes a part of the tomb.
Between the crazy costumes, the
excellent comedic writing, and
the hilarity of the men dancing as
Egyptian women, the opening
scene of the second act has much
of the audience rolling in their
seats with laughter.
As the audience is looking
away from the stage, a quick set
change brings them back to the
library room at the Hillcrest
estate. There the rest of the
mystery is slowly revealed amidst
quicker costume changes followed by quick one-line jokes.
Lady Enid goes insane and
the portrayal of her loss of wits
adds only further to the hysteria
in which the audience find themselves. The werewolf and vampire are exposed and the play
ends in as queer a situation as it
began.
All in all, this play has proven
to be truly remarkable and well
worth one's time. Although it is
quite different, more unconventional, than the plays usually produced at the Hartford Stage, it
does not fail to go beyond expectations.
The overall quali ty of the costumes, the set, and the actors is
phenomenal. The only mystery
left to the audience when the
lights went down on this play was
how in the world the actors managed to do the costume changes.

www.google.com

Bogart gives a superb performance in Casablanca.

CASABLANCA 1$
TRULY A CLASSIC
EVAN NORRIS
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
In 1942, when moviegoers in
New York City entered a dimly lit
theater and sat down to watch
Casablanca, they had no idea
they were about to see one of the
greatest movies ever made.
Now, more than sixty years
later, after being forced to watch
it on tiny television sets, fans can
once again enjoy Casablanca on
the big screen, right here at
Trinity's own Cinestudio.
The story, familiar even to
those who have never seen
Casablanca, is set in Morocco
during World War II. We are.
quickly introduced to war-torn
Casablanca, a town brimming
with illegal activities under the
shadow of Vichy France occupation.
We
also
learn
why
Casablanca is so important: it is
an integral part in a refugee trail;
from Casablanca, expatriates,
fleeing war in Europe, go on to
Lisbon and eventually America.

It is in this center of intrigue and
corruption that we find Rick
Blaine (Humphrey Bogart), a
thick-skinned nightclub owner.
Everybody comes to Rick's,
including Czech underground
leader Victor Laszlo (Paul
Henreid) and Nazi Major
Heinrich Strasser (Conrad Veidt).
Laszlo, who wants to escape from
Casablanca with his wife, needs
two exit visas.
Strasser, however, is determined to detain Laszlo in
Casablanca indefinitely. Enter
Rick, who happens to be in the
possession of two letters of transit. Much to Rick's surprise is
that Laszlo's wife is lisa Lund
(Ingrid Bergman), the love of his
life. Now Rick is faced with the
toughest decision of his life, one
in which he controls the fate of
three people.
Casablanca is, at heart, a
romance. But unlike many of the
saccharine romances turned out in
bulk by Hollywood today,
Casablanca has just the right
see REMEMBERING on page 19

Did You Know?

Trinity Students Make
Healthy Choices

Did You Know That
Plan B, the Morning After
Pill Available at the Health
Center, Rarely Causes
Nausea?
For More Info: Contact TCHC

Trinity College
Health Center

(860)297-2018
HOURS OF OPERATION
Monday - Friday: 8:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
Saturday: Noon - 4:00 P.M.
Sunday: Closed

More than half of Trinity students drink
one day per week or not at all
SOURCE? Fall 2002 Risky Behaviors Survey

After Hours:
Visit the Self-Care Guide on out websitewww.trincoU.edu/depts/heaIthceQtet
or
Call X 2222 For the Nurse Practitioner on call
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REMEMBERING THE CLASSICS ON
THE BIO SCREEN AT C1NESTUDIO
continued from page 18
amount of cynicism and intelligence to make the story believable. This cleverness can be
attributed to Julius and Philip
Epstein and Howard Koch who
adapted the screenplay from a
play by Murray Burnett and Joan
Allison.
The Epsteins and Koch, who
won an Oscar for their work, give
us not only a great story, but some
of the most memorable lines in
movie history: "Here's looking
at you, kid," "I stick my neck out
for nobody"; "Of all the gin joints
in all the towns in all the world,
she walks into mine" - just a few
examples in a movie packed with
gems.
The acting is superb across
the board, with Bogart, Bergman,
and Henreid all turning in exceptional performances. The interplay between Bogart and
Bergman is particularly gripping.
The duo only made this one
movie together, but are still
remembered as one of the great
screen couples.
But the real treat 'in
Casablanca, the thing that always
brings me back to this perennial
classic, is Claude Rains. Rains,
who plays Louis Renault, the corrupt Captain of the French police,
should have won an Oscar for his
scene-stealing work. He delivers
every line and, makes every
movement with perfect timing.
Another actor may have made
Renault one-dimensional, focusing on his greed and dishonesty.
But Rains, perfectly cast in the
role, plays Renault with a touch
of irony and subtlety, showing
glimpses of the character's mterWhen a young women asks
Rick what kind of man Renault is,

he responds, "Oh, he's just like
any other m a n , only more so."
Renault may not be the focus of
Casablanca, but his presence and
iains expert acting make it that

most beloved American movie
and certainly one of the best
known. It is one of those rare
movies that consistently receives
both public and critical praise

Chuck Pratt

John McCormick tiying to not drop the bamboo rods.

www.google.com

1942 poster for Casablanca.
much more irresistible.
Also of note in Casablanca is
Michael Curtiz's flawless direction, Max Steiner's memorable
music, first-rate cinematography
by Arthur Edeson, sharp editing
by Owen Marks, and, of course,
Dooley Wilson.
Wilson, who plays Rick's
piano player Sam, sings perhaps
the most famous song in movie
history, "As Time Goes By," in
inimitable fashion.
Wilson, who was a professional drummer, actually, faked
playing the piano. What the
audience hears is in fact a recording of a performance by Elliot
Carpenter. Carpenter was playing behind a curtain, positioned
such that Wilson could copy-Jiis
hand movements.
Casablanca-is perhaps the

In 1998, when the American Film
Institute released its list of the
100 best American movies ever
made, Casablanca was ranked
#2, just behind Citizen Kane in
votes:
Trinity students would be
doing themselves a disservice if
they passed up the opportunity to
see Casablanca on the big screen.
Even those of you who have seen
the movie before can now rediscover the charm, arid beauty of
one of the all-time American classics.
Casablanca will be showing
at Cinestudio on Saturday, Feb.
14 at7:30 p.m.
I can think of nothing more
romantic
than
spending
Valentine's ••Day •watching'1 this
great romance with someone very
special to you.

Casablanca Feb. 11-14
11 -13 at 7:30 p.m., 14 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
(1942) Dooley Wilson is right - the fundamental things do still apply:.an excellent
story, inspired acting, fresh dialogue, and that elusive ability to sweep us into the lives
of people who exist only as images projected onto a dark screen. In an occupied city as
chaotic and corrupt as modern-day Baghdad, an apolitical American (Humphrey Bogart)
runs Rick's Cafe. Although he is unfazed by his customers (partisans, Nazis, emigres,
swindlers and more), Rick's cool is shaken when the woman who walked out on him in
Paris (a luminous Ingrid Bergman) appears in his cafe. Academy Awards®: Best Picture,
Best Director, Best Screenplay. 112 min.

Wings of Desire Feb. 13-14
9:30 p.m.
(Germany, 2003) Finally, a new print of one of the greatest films by German New
Wave director Wim Wenders, which won him the Best Director Award at the Cannes
Film Festival. Wenders' war-scarred Berlin is a haunted landscape of the imagination, a
place where angels from an unseen world can comfort, but never get close to, the peo'ple around them. Bruno Ganz plays an angel named Damiel whose infatuation with a
melancholy trapeze artist (Solveig Dommartin) tempts him to join the imperfect realities of life on earth. Playing himself as an actor on location in Berlin, Peter Falk introduces Damiel to the pleasures of mortal existence: "To smoke, and have coffee. And if
you do it together, it's fantastic." The brilliant mix of black aiid white and color is the
work of Henri Alekan, legendary cinematographer of Jean Cocteau's Beauty and the
Beast. 128 min.
.•
.
••
In America Feb. 15-17
IS at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m., 16-17 at 7:30 p.m.
(2003) The desperate state of the Irisheconomy in the 1980s brought a new wave
of immigrants to New York - including aspiring writer/director Jim Sheridan (My Left
Foot, In the Name of the Father), His new semi-autobiographical film (co-written by
Sheridan's two daughters) tells the story.of one family that leaves Dublin and personal
tragedy behind for a new start in Hell's Kitchen. Seen through the eyes of the two girls,
New York is a magical kingdom of unpredictable danger and promise. Don't miss the
electrifying performance by Djimon Hounsou, the charismatic actor from Benin who
brought Cinque to life in Amistad. "Jim Sheridan's miraculous In America, a generous
but never sentimental fable, may be the great movie of 2003" Charles Taylor, Salon.com
103 min.
• ' . . ' .
Antivone Fisher Feb. 18
•
7:30 p.m.
(2002) Antwone Fisher was working as a security guard at Sony studios when
Denzel Washington read his autobiographical screenplay and chose it for his directorial
debut. Fisher's extraordinary story begins when he is servingin the Navy, and is ordered
to see a psychiatrist after getting into a fight. In the remarkable conversations between
Fisher (played by newcomer Derek Luke) and his therapist (Denzel Washington) we are
privileged to witness a young man's brave search for the truth about his past. Special
screening to celebrate Black History Month, presented by Cinestudio and cosponsorcd
by IMANI and The Trinity College Office of Multicultural Affairs. 113 min.
cinestudio.org

continued from page 1
of the performance.
The episodic nature of this half
of the show then became apparent
as it took on the character of a
more highly intellectualized (and
less annoying) version of "Whose
Line is it Anyway?" After a brief
flash-card demonstration of
humor with John, the actors lined
up and John said that he needed
somebody who could recite the
entire Gettysburg Address in a
single millisecond. Though reminiscent of a joke on "Family
Guy," it was rather humorous to
see the actors attempt this. This
same format was then followed
through for both playing with an
imaginary Golden Retriever, and
playing with an imaginary baby.
The next game involved John
being a doctor's assistant, asking
the actors in the waiting room to
go see the doctor. The rpaiients
would go in as being barely alive,
or full of wonder, of exuding pure
tension, and come but very different.
John then introduced the
audience to the most prominent
theory in the performance, that of
the seven levels of tension. It
went from barely breathing at
level one, to being neutral at level
three, to wonderment and amazement at level four, to extreme tension to the point of barely moving
at level seven.
He then had his actors perform monologues simultaneously
while responding to different cues
that would signal one of the seven
layers of tension which were con-

tation of Heart of a Dog was presented. Though intensely interesting, this was also the most
problematic part of the performance. It was first marred by the
fact that an actor can only be so
convincing as a dog, and in a
more serious setting, the man as
dog performance became distracting
despite
Matthew
Bamberg-Johnson's amazingly
realistic performance (whp knew
a man could gallop on all-fours so
convincingly?).
Secondly, this piece set itself
up in a terrible situation following
a specifically comic routine. It
takes more then ten-minutes for
an audience to switch gears from
comedy to drama. Nonetheless,
the drama was interesting. It
was, however, disjoint, split by an
intense and lengthy surgery
scene. This surgery section contained no dialogue, and was
enveloped by the music of Pink
Floyd's "Is There Anybody Out
There?" I felt that the music was
inappropriate for the moment and
detracted from the intensity of the
situation.
Furthermore, I simply felt
that it went on about a minute too
long, despite interesting and
imaginative imagery. This was
my main criticism of the play. It
prevented me from really getting
back into the dialogue for the
conclusion of the play.
However, it was not all negative. The adaptation by John was
exemplary, allowing for continuity of story and a realistic flowing
dialogue. Also, the story itself

Cynthia Convey '04 is attacked by an imaginary dog.
trolled by various audience members. This was both funny and
interesting. Seeing how a different level of tension would affect
the monologue gave insight into
an aspect of performance I don't
generally consider in any great
depth.
There was then a ten:minute
intermission while a minimal
stage was assembled that included little more than a desk and a
chair. The second half of the
performance began and an adap-

was very engrossing and deeply
thoughtful. What was the saving
grace of this section was it's thematic connection to the first half
of the performance. Throughout
the play I was constantly noticing
the levels of tension at work,
Finally, whether this adaptation
allowed me to view the story in a
more universal sense, I yet to
decide. Overall, the performance was entertaining, at times
hilarious, and edifying in the
ways of acting and performance.
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Movin' Out
February 24-29, 2004; Mortensen Hall
Five-time Grammy winner Billy Joel and legendary director/choreographer Twyla Tharp have joined forces to create the spectacular new musical TIME magazine declares "The #1 show of
the year!" The New York Times calls Movin' Out "a shimmering
portrait of an American generation. These tornado driven
dancers and rock musicians propel the audience into delirious
ovations." Movin' Out brings 26 Billy Joel classics to electrifying
new life as it tells the story of five life-long friends over two turbulent decades. It all adds up to one unforgettable Broadway
musical.
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The
Webster
Theater

Feb. 8 ,
13
Howie Day,
Stereophonies
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Barbara Bonney, In Recital
Tuesday, Feb. 10; 7:30 p.m.
Belding Theater
American-born Barbara Bonney is one of the world's most
accomplished lyric sopranos, widely recognized as an exceptional recital and concert artist. She has been, praised for her
clear, radiant tone, interpretative gifts and stylish versatility in a
broad repertoire that ranges from Baroque to music from the
20th century. She leads the field in her chosen repertory of roles
by Mozart and Richard Strauss and is known throughout the
world as one of the finest Lieder and concert performers of her
^
generation.
^,
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12 noorv Second/Tue&clay - T-rC&vicUhCp
Chccpel
9:30 p. wv. BANQUET - FrL&ncUhCp Chccpel
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Patterns of Disease and
Culture

V LECTURES J

The Office of Student
Activities and Campus
Centers would like to invite
you and a guest to an
advance screening of
EUROTBIPI One pass per
student, passes are good for
two people. Please inquire
at Mather Front Desk !

Oy f&b-. 25.

7:30 pm, Feb. 12
at Crown Palace 17
A rrive early as sealing is first
come first, serve

.trCncott/. edw/chccpel
forworifoip bervCc& bch&clulefr awl*

James Trostle, Associate Professor of
Anthropology
This presentation first briefly reviews
some of the links between human sociocultural patterns and disease patterns.
It then describes some (very) preliminary results from a five-year study
Professor Trostle began last year in
coastal Ecuador, where a road was
recently built in a region previously
reachable only by dugout canoe. He
and his colleagues are studying 21 villages to examine how health status
changes in response to the social
changes caused by the new road. They
are examining patterns of disease transmission within households, between
households, and across villages.
4 p.m.,
Wednesday, Feb. 11
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall

PA66E.5I

Classifieds
Florida only $69 one
way all taxes included. Europe $169 one
way. Other worldwide destinations
cheap. .Book on-line
www.airtech.com or
(212) 219-7000.

Part-time jobs/
Hartford Civic
Center: Cashiers
and
vendors
wanted. $9/HR,
CALL
CHAD
413-883-3479

Spring Break 2004- Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, and Florida.
Now hiring on campus reps. Call
for
group
discounts.
Information/reservations 1-800648-4849or www.ststravel.com.

A "Reality" Spring
Break-2004's
Hottest
Prices
Book Now...Free
Trips, Meals &
Parties! www.sunsplashtours.com or
1-800-426-7710

Spring break: Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun,
Jamaica, and Acapulco
from $489. Air, Hotel,
Transfers, Parties, and
More!
Organize small
groups-earn FREE TRIPS
plus commissions! Call 1800-GET-SUN-l!

Spring Break '04 with
StudentCity.com and
Maxim magazine! Get
hooked up with Free
Trips, Cash, VIP
Status, as a Campus
Rep! Choose from 15
of the hottest destinations. Book early for
FREE MEALS, FREE
DRINKS, and 150%
Lowest
Prices
Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our
Photo Gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK.

Students, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds. Looking for babysitters or someone to shovel
snow? Want to sell furniture or appliances from your dorm room? Job offerings? Include
your ad in our expanded classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail inquiries to
tripod@trincoll.edu
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Squash Program Wrestling Splits Weekend
Brings Accolades
This set the stage for an unbelievable last match between
Foresi and the number one ranked
wrestler in his weight class.
Trinity College wrestling
went 2-1 over their past three Foresi traded points with his
opponent the entire match and
meets with wins against Coast
Siobhan Halforty also won their Guard and Springfield College. escaped with five seconds left on
matches at eight and nine. The Bantams won handily against the clock to force overtime. In
Siobhan Knight '07 easily defeat- Coast Guard 26-15. Senior tri- overtime Foresi was the aggressor
ed her opponent at number ten.
and took down his opponent to
captains Michael Doros and Mark
Trinity takes on Princeton Foresi each had a pin for the seal the win. Foresi said, "This
win was very big for the team and
University next Saturday at home Bantams and senior captain Wes
in the George A. Kellner Squash Connell won 8-4 over his long- for myself. We've lost some
Center. The match will be the time nemesis. Junior Dave Bucco matches this year that came down
to the wire and it's nice for us to
Bantams toughest challenge had a tech fall win and Will
Moyet '06 won 8-7. Sophomore finally get -a win like that."
before Nationals. The men start
the day off at 12:30 p.m., and the Mike Blair posted a 9-4 win over
Tim Wensori '05 agreed with
Coast Guard's senior captain.
women follow-up at 3 p.m.
Foresi's statement and said, "That
The Bantams loss came was some match. When we wresagainst Johnson and Whales by a tle like that we are tough to beat."
slim margin of 24-22. Johnson
The Bantams season is windand Whales came into the trimeet ranked 20th in the nation.
Connell and Doros each had a pin
to keep the match close but the
Bantams could not seal the deal.
The
match
against
Springfield College, one of
Trinity's biggest rivals, was one
of the best matches of the season,
Springfield was ranked 15th in
the nation and number one in
New England coming into the
match and jumped out to an early
lead. Connell put the Bants on
the board with a 10-1 decision
and Bucco followed with a 10-4
victory. Blair also won, 10-3. '
Going into the last two
matches the Bantams were down
eight points and the drama began
to build. Moyet took the mat confident as ever and launched his
kid to his back for a first period
pin..

ing down with only two dual
matches left before the New
England Conference Tournament.
In order for individual wrestlers
to go on past New England's they
must win their conference to go to
nationals which are held in Loras,
Iowa.
Trinity's next two dual meets
are against Bridgewater State
College and Rhode Island
College this Saturday at home in
the field house at 1 p.m. The
Bantams lost to RIC a little less
than a month ago 17-16 and will
be looking for redemption.
Sophomore Mark Romeo from
Ridgewood, N.J. will be back in
the lineup for the Bants this
weekend. Romeo has been out of
the lineup with a sprained wrist.

DAVE BUCCO

STAFF WRITER

100th Win Earns Trinity Spot on ESPN
continued from page 24
Helal and Lynn Leong '05 both
defeated their opponents without
losing a single point. At number
three, freshman Vaidehi Reddy
won easily. Co-captain Pamela
Saunders '04, and Isa Restrepo
'06 won at numbers four and five,
respectively. Sophomores Larissa
Stephenson and Margot Kearney
both won easily at six and seven.
Freshmen Fernanda Rocha and

Chuck Pratt

Coach Paul Assaiante gets a bath after Trinity's 100th win.

' "I didn't even know we needed a pin!" Moyet said. "I.just
went out there ready to wrestle
and I'm glad it provided a boost.'1

Chuck Pratt

Max Weisz J07 puts his opponent in a hold.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

UtOOAM TO 2:00AM

DELIVERY

HARTFORD

With $7.00
Minimum Purchase

498B FARMINGTON AVENUE

236-2616
14" Medium $8.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00
Bacon
Hamburger
Garlic
Onions
Mushrooms
Sausage
Ricotta
Cherry
Peppers

16" Large $10.99
on Med. $1.30 on Large
Pepperoni
Broccoli
Spinach
Tomatoes
Eggplant
Anchovies
Olives
Peppers

SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL

Medium

Large

$11.99

$15.99

oausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,

CHICKEN PESTO

$11.99

$14.99

rresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
pasted in Pesto Sauce

SHRIMP PESTO ............$11.99 ..

rresn Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto Sauce

WHITE PIE..........

Small

CHICKEN SALAD.....
CHEF SALAD

$5.99

Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.

.....$9.99

TUNA SALAD

$5.99

Tuna lettuce, cheese tomatoes, olives and cucumbers

GREEK SALAD

$5.99

Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers

CAESAR SALAD
$5.75
With Chicken Breast
$775
TOSSED SALAD
Lrg.$4.50......,..Sm.$2J25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch.Thousand Island,
Italian.Creamy Italian, Greek Caesar

..$14.99 EXTRA DRESSING
$11.99

rresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano, and olive oil

WHITE CLAM

$5.99

Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers, lettuce and
tomatoes

$9.99 ....,.......$11.99

40

DESSERT
Cheese Cake
Chocolate Cake

faby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil

...........

.....$2.25
...$3.25

BEVERAGES

de
RANCH CHICKEN
$11.9?
$14.99 C"6¥e7O7ange, Spnte,Terncma > Hepsi,
Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice &
fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing
Orange Juice

HAWAIIAN
rmeappie and ham

1

$11.99

Comb®
Special
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Fingers)
2 Liter Soda

$ »

236-2616 J f t

CALZONES

B.LT

Buy a Large
Cheese

2 Liter
Soda

$1.00
OFF

With any Large
Cheese Pizza

Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

With one Topping and
Get a Second Large
Cheese for

1

4.50 ....9.00

......4,50 ....9.00
4.99 ....9.98

$2.00
OFF
Large

236-2616
236-2616
236-2616
bined with any other offer. 1 Coupon
---i
can't
— • be combined with any other offer, Coupon can't be combined with any other offer.

jr. Coupon can't be eomDinea ^ " ^ j ^ " " " 3 ' " " " " ." p^ust^mention coupons when ordaring.
|Coupon can't be combined wllh any other offer!
.Must mentit n coupons when ordering.
"."•.••laMHWHMMiHWI

GRINDERS

FREE FREE

$15.99
Topping Extra

SI5.25 C D A ^ U C T T I no , m «, 1TU . « . , - . ,
..7.99
CHICKEN FINGERS
S5.25 SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH MEATBALLS
.7.99
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE (16") ....'I3.25 SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE .
..7.99
FRIES/CHEE^E^I.'^
ONION RINGS ..I"!!!!."!!!!!""""!"!".".!!!"!";ii!99 CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA ..... ..8.95
CINNAMON STICS
.i!3.99U r . ,
..7.99
BREADSTJCKS
........$2.99 V E A L
.7.99
CHIPS
-50 BAKED ZITI
STUFFED SHELLS
.7.99
....
.7.99
16" Whole MEAT RAVIOLI
COOKED SALAMI
$4.50 ..$9.00 CHEESE RAVIOLI
.7.99
PASTRAMI
........4.50 ....9.00
Includes salad and roll
GENOA
4.50 ....9.00
HAM.....
4.50 ....9.00
TURKEY
4.50 ....9.00
PEPPERONI
4.50 ....9.00 Calzones..
..575
ROAST BEEF
4.50 ....9.00
Each additional item .75
TUNA
4.50 ....9.00
COMBO (2 kinds of above)
4.50 ....9.00
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
4.50 ....9.00
FRIED CHICKEN & SEAFOOD
CHICKEN CUTLET..
4.50 ...'.9.00
Fried
Shrimp
... 7.50
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
4.50 ....9.00
VEAL PARMIGIANA
4.50 ....9.00 Fish & Chips
7.50
VEAL CUTLET
4.50 ....9.00
4
Pieces
Fried
Chicken
7.50
STEAK/CHEESE
.....4.50 ....9.00
Served with Coleslaw & French Fries
MEATBALLS
4.50 ....9.00
SAUSAGE
4.50 ....9.00
FISH
4.50 ....9.00

VEGGIE/CHEESE
ITALIAN
;

$14.99

PASTA AND DINNERS
$5.50 SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE . ..... ,$6.50

WINGS (Mild, Hot, BBQ) no)

$6.25 MOZZARELLA STICKS (8)

Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, olives and
cucumbers.

ANTIPASTO

Additional Toppings: $2.00 each (4 Hours Notice Please)

Best

VISA

SIDE ORDERS

SALADS

CHEESE PIZZA

The l e s t

. fc

tfwiust

mention coupons when ordering.

Cheese Pi
236-2616

Buy 16"
Giant
Grinder and Get
1 Bag of Chips & 1
Can of Soda

FREE
236-2616 J f c

ICoupon can't be combined with any
-oiher offer.
fcoupon
can't be combined with any other offer,!
|Must mention coupons when ordering.
Must mention coupons when ordering.
*
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Ski Team Places Well Men's Hockey Squad
Ski Team Close to a Play-off Spot with Good Week
Finds Needed Victory

Ned continue to finish strong, and helped
us get the third place finish on Saturday."
This past weekend the team found
itself at Berkshire East, Mass and scramIt was another pair of promising weeks
bling for a spot at the regional champifor the Trinity College Ski Team. The team
onships in Waterville Valley, N.H. on Feb.
was looking to carry momentum from a
22, and 23. The team really stepped up to
fourth place finish at Killington Mountain
into iheir races at Dartmouth Ski Way, N.H. the challenge.
In the slalom Christopher Moore '06
on Jan. 31. As always, Amherst College,
led the team with a, ninth place finish, folWorcester Polytechnic Institute, Green
lowed by Lipes in I2th, Karelitz in 19th
Mountain College, Holy Cross, Tufts,
and Randall in 21st. The team took 3rd
Connecticut College, Boston University,
place, 5.5 seconds ahead of fourth-place
University of Massachusetts-Lowell, and
finisher Tufts.
Northeastern University joined the team at
Dartmouth.
In the giant slalom the women had their
In the slalom Annie Troutman '04 was best race of the year, ending the day with
two skiers in the top 20. Sophomore Claire
the lone female finisher for Trinity, pulling
Lawlor finished in 11th, with Troutman
in at 23rd place. On the men's side, Ned
close behind in 16th place. On the men's
Lipes '07 finished in 11th place, followed
side, Lipes finished in 10th place, followed
by fellow first year Alexander Randall in
by Moore in 13th and Randall in 14th. This
17th, Jonathan Karelitz '05 in 23rd and
was followed by strong performances by
Jonathan Damon '07 had his best finish of
Damon, Karelitz, Adam Cohen '05,
the year at 34th place.
Hartnett, and Jon Klaus '04. Despite havIn the giant slalom, it was once again
ing three skiers in the top 15, the men's
Troutman finishing in 22nd for the girls,
team ended up in fifth place, only a needlewhile on the men's side Lipes finished
thin .5 seconds separating them from a
16th, Randall finished 21st, and Karelitz
third place finish.
finished 27th.
Lipes felt great after Sunday's race.
. The team was glad to have Walter
"We started off really slow this season, but
Hartnett '06 back on the hill. In his first
this weekend we really showed our potenfinish in an ongoing recovery from knee
surgery, Hartnett finished in 48th place and . tial in terms of where we should be finishing. If we had skied all year like we did this
is improving with every turn he makes.
weekend, we would be one of the top three
Andrew Baseman '07 also took his first
teams in the league. This weekend we
official course turns of the season, taking
showed the division that a lot of the teams
five seconds of his first run time and lookthat had been beating us all season aren't
ing very promising. Captain Annie
better at all."
Troutman '04 was very happy with the
team's performance. "I think this weekend
The team is still only five points out of
the best weekend yet for the team. It was fourth place and next weekend at Haystack
the first time we had three guys finish in
Resort, V.T. is their last chance to win a
the top 15. Alec [Randall] and Claire realspot in the Regionals. They're confident
ly stepped it up this weekend. Chris and
they'll be up to the challenge.

CHRIS MOORE
SPORTS

CONTRIBUTOR

Upcoming Events;

continued from page 24
Kozlovskis '05 and the other senior captain, Dan Gyllstrom. "We killed a penalty
in the third period and then scored, and we
pretty much had the game in hand" said
Kisielius.
Fans of the underdog would have loved
the scoring efforts of the Bantams in this
game. Trinity's first goal, by Crabtree, and
the game's pivotal goal, by Joncas, both
came while Trinity was shorthanded. Most
of the game's points were spread out
between the team, with eight players earning one, and only Crabtree and Joncas had

two.
.
Despite the early goals given up,
Kisielius also had a strong game. The only
two goals he surrendered came off a
rebound and a power play, and he got
stronger as the game went on, stopping all
eleven of Skidmore's shots during the pivotal third period. He finished with 26 saves. '
On the horizon, the Bantams will, get
back into the swing of things this upcoming
weekend. They host Williams on Friday,
and follow that with another game on the
home rink against Middlebury, as they
move ever closer to postseason play.

vvww.trincoll.edu

Men's Hockey moves to 10-8-1 after a win this weekend.

Men's Basketball Wins

Men's Basketball @ Wesleyan
2/13

Women's Basketball vs. Wesleyan
Men's Ice Hockey vs. Williams
2/13

Women's Ice Hockey @ Amherst
2/13

Men's Squash vs. Princeton 2/14
Women's Squash vs. Princeton
2/14

Swimming vs.
WPI2/14

Indoor Track @
Valentine
Invitational 2/13

Wrestling vs.
Bridgewater, MIC

continued from page 24
victory and Farreli dished out seven assists.
This win improved Trinity's record to 18-1
while the Cougars dropped to 11-7 with
their first loss in four games.
On Saturday afternoon Trinity defeated
third-ranked Amherst College 68-66. "We
looked at Williams and Amherst as our two
biggest games of the year," stated Farreli.
"They are nationally recognized every year
and to put our team on the map, we knew
were going to have to knock one of them
off."
The Bantams came out strong right
from the start, yet found themselves down
by eight at the end of the first half; 42-34.*
In the second half, however, Trinity
outscored Amherst 34-24 giving them the
two-point win over the higher-ranked team.
The Bantams played well throughout the
whole game, shooting 44 percent from the
field.
"At the start of the game we were all
very ready to go, and we made a few quick
errors that got us down," said Farreli. "But
the thing about this team is that it doesn't
matter how many points we get down, we
know that we can come back. Everyone
believes that."

Rhoten totaled a game-high 28 points,
13 rebounds, and three steals to lead his
team to their biggest win of the season thus
far. Halas added 12 points and three
assists, while Taylor scored 17 points and1
grabbed eight rebounds. Farreli dished out
a game-high five assists.
This win improves Trinity's record to
19-1 and should definitely improve their
national ranking. "After the win, we were
ecstatic," said Farrell. "Everyone ran out
onto the court and it was by far the best
feeling of the season." This win should
improve Bantam's national ranking to at
least seventh or eighth - Trinity is a team,
that wasn't even on the top-50 list at the
beginning of the season. "We're trying not
to focus on the ranking," said Farreli.
"We're just focused on improving everyday and playing together, basically doing
what has gotten us to this point. The thing
is that we have such a close group of guys
who really enjoy being around each other
that it really makes it that much better
when we win two huge games like we did
last week."
The Bants will play at 7:30 p.m. Feb.
13 at Wesleyan, and then at 3 p.m. Feb 14
at home against Connecticut College.
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Chuck Pratt

Guard Jesse Farreli '05 drives past a Clark defender Thursday night
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All-Star Games: Entertainment for True Fans
BEN LEONG
SPORTS EDITOR
It's February, and sandwiched
between the Super Bowl and
March Madness, we have
Punxsutawney Phil and, of
course, three All-Star Games. In a
span of two weeks, we have/are
getting, the NHL All-Star game,
the NFL Pro Bowl, and the NBA
All-Star game.
The most recent All-Star
games have actually been close,
exciting games, something these
exhibitions have not been in the
past.
We've come to expect lackluster games, but the NHL AllStar game was a more defensive
and low scoring contest than in
years past, while Sunday's Pro
Bowl went down to the wire, and
months ago in the MLB All-Star
game, the American League came
from behind to beat the National
League, 7-6 off of a home run
from the Rangers' Hank Blalock.
And who could forget Michael
Jordan's last-second heroics for
the Eastern Conference in last
year's NBA All-Star game, only
to come up short in overtime?
In Sunday's NHL game, the
Avalanche's Joe Sakic had three
goals for the Western conference,
and won the game's MVP, but
was outdone by the ageless wonder that is 43-year-old New York
Ranger Mark Messier, who
scored a goal and an All-Star
game record 14th assist, to lead
the Eastern conference to a 6-4
victory.
That same night, the NFL featured their Pro Bowl in paradise;
in Oahu, Hawaii. Down by 18
points, the NFC came from
behind to edge out the AFC, 55-

52, the highest scoring Pro Bowl
in history. It was a fitting end to a
spectacular
NFL
season,
Indianapolis'- kicker
Mike
Vanderjagt missing a 51-yard
field goal for the AFC as time
expired that would have tied the
game and sent it to overtime.
Defense is always an afterthought in these games, as the
rules change to give the offense
the advantage, cornerbacks are
forced to give receivers a fiveyard cushion before covering
them and the defensive line is not
allowed to line up in gaps
between offensive linemen to
help protect the quarterbacks, and
this year featured a good oldfashioned shootout.
Down 45-27 with 13:14 left
in the game, the St. Louis Rams'
quarterback Marc Bulger staged a
comeback for the NFC, who also
capitalized on key interceptions
from the AFC's Peyton Manning
of the Colts.
The Pro Bowl is usually a
yawner, with the AFC winning
easily the past few years, but the
NFC got the best out of this nailbiter, each winning player being
rewarded with a $35,000 bonus.
This coming weekend, Feb.
15, we can look forward to the
NBA's All-Star Game, always an
entertaining game, with the West
demonstrating just how stacked
their conference truly is, and
Philadelphia's Allen Iverson
proving just how spectacular he
can be when he actually has guys
to pass the rock to.
All-Star games are exhibitions for the fans, and that's how
they should be. No one really
cares who wins the game, it's just
seeing your favorite players playing together on a team that you

could only manufacture playing
X-Box.
Writers have questioned the
validity of having fans selecting
the players for the NBA All-Star
game, noting that Minnesota
Timberwolves guard Sam Cassell
and numerous other players have
been snubbed.
The starting five line-ups are
voted on by the fans, while the
rest of the rosters are filled by the
coaches at their own discretion.
As it worked out, rookie phenoms LeBron James and Carmelo
Anthony were each left off their
respective rosters.
It's debatable whether Andrei
Kirilenko of the Utah Jazz, who
had similar numbers to Anthony,
or Ray Allen of the Seattle
Supersonics, who only played in
21 out of 46 games, should have

made it over Anthony in the
Western conference, or that Jamal
Magloire of the New Orleans
Hornets (because the East needed
another center on the roster to.
make it even) should have been
chosen over LeBron. You could
even make a case that the Boston
Celtics' Paul Pierce (who is
understandably being asked to do
too much on a horrendous Celtic
team) could have been left off the
roster in favor of King James.
You can argue that they
should have been put on the A1IStar roster as a reserve, but there
is no excuse for fans who had a
chance to vote to complain about
their omission. If you wanted to
see LeBron and 'Melo face off in
the All-Star game, pick them over
Orlando's Tracy McGrady or the
Lakers' Kobe Bryant. (Oh, all of a

sudden they're not so good compared to those vets, well then stop
complaining.)
You can however, watch the
'Next Generation" in Friday
night's Rookie Game, (which
inexplicably left the Bucks' T. J.
Ford off the roster. Where's the
outrage?)
The NBA All-Star game is a
popularity contest and gives the
fans a chance to vote for their
favorite players. It doesn't matter
who is having a better first-half of
the season, it's about having the
fans pick the, stars who they want
to see play, end of story. Writers
can vote for Sam Cassell at the
end of the season when they pick
the All-NBA Team.
Leave the All-Star game for
the people who pay the real big
bucks: the fans.

www.cbs.sportsline.com

Shaun Alexander, left, scores a 12-yard touchdown in the first quarter for the NFC.

unsung has just put you in the running to carry the torch.

Write an essay and you could be a torchbearer for the ATHENS 2004 Olympic Torch Relay.
Just visit www.samsungusa.com/olympics
Samsung is bringing you one step closer to the glory and fame of the Olympic Games. Just write a simple 50-word
online essay at www.samsungusa.com/olympics explaining how you embody the Olympic spirit. If your submission
wins, you could have the honor of being an Olympic torchbearer as the torch goes on tour. It's your chance to
potentially share in a unique moment of Olympic history for all the world to see. Samsung. Share the experience.
Samsung x426
Wireless Phone

Pass the flame, unite the world.

www.trinitytripod.com

©2004 Samsung Electronics America Inc
,
No purchase necessary. This is a contest of skill Open to legal residents of the 50 United States & DC, 14 years or older. Void where prohibited. Contest ends 2/29/04. For official rules and complete entry details, visit www.samsungusa.com/olympics.
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100 Straight Wins!
Bants Reach Milestone for Consecutive Wins
Men's Squash Defeats Brown and Colby to Reach 100 Straight Wins, and Sets NCAA Record in the Process
CLIFF SCHROFF
SPORTS WRITER
In the presence of ESPN,
Sports Illustrated, The Hartford
Caurant, and the prestigious
Trinity Tripod, the Men's Squash
team made history this past
Saturday when they clinched both
their 99th and 100th consecutive
wins
against the Brown
University Bears and the Colby
College White Mules. The win
brings the team one step closer to
a sixth consecutive Potter Trophy
for a team national championship.
The Bants have shattered the
record for consecutive wins, one
of the reasons ESPN showcased
them as one of the great dynasties
in college athletics, by having
won 100 straight and not dropping a single match since 1998.
The record for most consecutive
national championships is at 7.
and is held by Harvard. Given our
men's recent domination of the
Crimson, this avid squash fan is
predicting that we will be one trophy away from tying that record
at the conclusion of this season.
We have proven that the road to
the Potfer Trophy comes through
Trinity College.
This weekend the Bant's won
all 18 of their matches, albeit two
against Brown were by default. In
the 16 matches that were played,
Trinity took every single one in
three games: an absolutely dominating performance. In the 9-0
rout of Brown, Trinity's Yvain
Badan '06, Eduardo Pereira '07,
Shaun Johnstone '07, Shaun

icated to Trinity Squash we were
compared with UCLA basketball
and UNC women's soccer, two of
the most dominant dynasties in
the history of their sports. Trinity
Squash had more victories than
both. At the one spot senior cocaptain Michael Ferreira gave up
only one point in leading the
Bantams to dominate. In the next
eight matches Bernardo Samper
'05, Nadeem, Osman '04, Pat
Malloy '04, Jacques Swanepoel
'06, Tom Wolfe '07, Kyle, Taylor
Robinson '05, and James
Boothby '06 all finished the
match in proper Trinity Squash
form; without losing.
Kyle, the only player of the
day with two matches was available for comment after the first of
his two. "It is exciting getting this
kind of media coverage for a
sport that doesn't normally get
much attention. We have a lot of
guys who have worked extremely
hard to put together something
that is this special, its nice to be
recognized for it," Kyle said,
while doing what he could to stay
limber and hydrated for his next
match.
The women's team also
defeated Brown on Saturday The
match, like many of the team's
Chuck Pratt
others this season, proved to be
Tri-captain Michael Ferreira '04 only allowed one point over three games.
'extremely one-sided. The team
finished up the match with a 9-0
After the first match Trinity
again swept all nine matches in
Cardoza '07, Vishual Kapoor '05,
Nick Lacaillad,e '07, and Tripp had a small break before taking three games, giving up only 42 score. In fact, in the court where
Kyle '06, respectively, swept the on the White Mules of Colby at 5 points to Colby's top nine players numbers one and two played, the
one through seven spots. This in the evening. This match, for combined. This match was the Bants didn't give up any points.
the 100th win, proved to be even one that was televised during
winning seven allowed Brown to
At number one and number
win only 38 points collectively to more of a one-sided victory than ESPN's "Sportscenter." In the two, senior co-captain Amina
the one earlier in the day. Trinity
five-minute section that was dedtheir grand total of 189.
see SQUASH on page 21

Men's Basketball Men's Hockey: Victorious
Bantams Use Powerful Ojfense in Win Over Skidmore College
Downs Amherst
PETER DACEY

CAT MAHER
SPORTS WRITER

\\ ^

On Thursday night, the men's
basketball team faced Clark
College at home. Trinity, ranked
10th in the nation, defeated the
visiting Cougars 72-67 in a close
game.
The Bantams had a tough first
half of basketball as Clark sprinted out to an 11-4 lead, and it only
got worse. Trinity shot only 8 for
33 from the field in those first 20
minutes and they were also outrebounded by the Cougars 26-16.
Two Clark players scored in double figures to lead their team to a
36-22 advantage at the half.
"Clark came out with a lot of
energy and we just did not match
that intensity at the start of the
game," said junior tri-captain
Jesse Farrell. "We dug ourselves
into a hole. At halftime we came
together and knew we were going
to come back but we needed
everyone to pick the energy up."
The Bantams showed how
angry they were about being
behind 14 points when they came
out to start the second half. They
went on a 27-12 run and took
their first lead of the game on a
three-pointer from the left wing
by guard Patrick Hasiuk '07 mid-

way through the second half.
Clark center Tim Dutille scored
the next four points to put the
Cougars back on top but the
Bantams tied the score again at
52-52 on a three-point play by
freshman forward Robert Taylor.
• Trinity finally pulled ahead to
secure the win by outscoring.
Clark 12-7 over the final five and
a half minutes. Trinity outscored
Clark 50-31 in the second'half
and shot a much improved 46 percent from the field.
"Overall our entire game
picked up, but if 1 had to pinpoint
one particular thing it would be
our defense," said Farrell. "We
just all told each other that we
were not going to let our men
score. The other thing is that we
haven't lost in our gym this year
and we take a lot of pride in that."
Center Craig Coupe '05
played all 40 minutes of the game
and totaled 10 points, 11
rebounds, and three blocked shots
to lead the Bantams to their fourth
straight win. Tri-captain guard
Shaun Smyth '04 and sophomore
forward Tyler Rhoten each scored
15 points, and Rhoten added eight
rebounds.
Junior tri-captain
guard John Halas had 12 points,
five boards, and three steals in the
see BASKETBALL on page 22

SPORTS WRITER
Despite an unusual weeklong
layoff, the men's hockey team
was able to shake off any rust
they had accumulated and ride
their powerful offense to victory.
However, time off does take away
a bit of a team's edge, and the
Bantams were no exception,
fighting quite a tough battle
before bringing in victory.
Trinity came into the game
with a 9-8-1 record, and they
were looking to move closer to a
guaranteed playoff spot against
the
7-12
Skidmore
Thoroughbreds. The battle would
remain close in the first period,
and it would take two unusual
goals to keep the Bantams in the
fight. But by Ihe third period,
Trinity had taken the lead for
good, weathering Skidmore's last
desperate attempt to tie it before
putting the game away.
The game began with
Skidmore racing out of the gates
like true thoroughbreds, with a
goal only five minutes after the
opening bell. For the next period
and a half, the two teams traded
blows; with Trinity goals by forward Bryan Crabtree '06 and senior co-captain Tim Joncas.
Skidmore then tied it up, and the
game appeared deadlocked. "We

www.trincoll.edu

Trinity edged out Skidmore, 5 •2 on Sunday.
came off a little sloppy," noted
goalie Doug Kisielius '05.
The game turned on a magnificent anticipation play by
Joncas, when, at 12:13 in the second period he intercepted a pass
and took a breakaway shot
between the legs of Skidmore's
net minder.

Down by only a.single goal,
and with over a period left to play,
Skidmore did not give up. Their
closest chance came on a power
play early in the third period, but
Trinity's defense held fast, before
putting the game away with goals
by
defenseman
Andris
see HOCKEY on page 22

